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Ward Praises Festival
As Significant Effort
A prime example of why Kentucky is a great state
can be found in the Banana Festival, Henry Ward said
here today.
Praising Kentucky ingenuity, enthusiasm and a
willingness to "get the job done," Ward called the Ba-
nana Festival, "the product of cooperation beneficial not
only to this area but to all of the state."
"You bring credit upon yourself
and your state by promoting such
a wonderful event," the Democratic
gubernatorial nominee said.
"What you are doing with this
festival is recognized and admired
far beyond our borders. Such pub-
licity, the wholesome attitude and
attractiveness of your festival will
pay big dividends in the growth of
your area."
Ward said he compared the at-
titude of Fulton Countians to that
of his campaign—one of moving
forward to produce a better tomor-
row.
"I have tried to conduct myself
in this fashion," the former Com-
missioner of Highways and Conser-
vation pointed out, "by working
toward those goals which will put
Kentucky first among other
states."
He termed the negative approach
of his opponent something Ken-
tuckians don't want. "We have a
lot to be proud of here . . there
are many good things about Ken-
tucky but some politicians believe
they can perpetuate their own in-
terests by running Kentucky down."
"I have no desire to perpetuate
political cliques. I want to help
move Kentucky forward, just as
you are moving Fulton County for-
ward-through you own toil, imagi-
nation and aggressiveness," Ward
said.
He said that as Governor he
would want to work with citizens
who have demonstrated their pride
in Kentucky.
Response lo his campaign is es-
pecially encouraging, Ward said.
He termed a swell of support the re-
sult of people looking at his record
and at the background of his op-
ponent. "Responsible citizens have
no problem in- deciding because my
opponent has a blank record of ser-
(Conttnued on Page Eight)
This business of going to college after so many
years is bringing with it a long list of brand new ex-
periences for me, all of them "first editions."
But the most notable achievement, though
rather dubious, is the fact that I became a college
student, and then a college drop-out in perhaps the
fastest time on record.
I attended classes from Wednesday through
Friday last week, (Monday and Tuesday were taken
up with registration, etc.) and on Friday afternoon
I told each of my professors that I wouldn't be back
for a week.
Normally, that would cause some kind of a
hysterical fiasco with all other students, but with
me, I think the professors must have thought: "Well,
I'm surprised you lasted this long."
The truth of the matter is that I promised Sara
Bushart and all the others that I would be back here
to filfull my commitments to the International Re-
lations program of the Festival, Ford Foundation
Fellowship or no Fellowship.
Sara told me that I should tell the officials of
Vanderbilt University that the Banana Festival was
"educational," and should be part of my studies.
It's educational all right.
An education on how to have a quick nervous
breakdown in seven frenzied days.
Wouldn't have stayed away for the world. I
hope to see you at some of the events this week. If I
don't, just remember I'll be thinking of all of you as
I take up my classes again next Monday.
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The News has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.
Food, Barbecue
Supplied Free
By Area Firms
Due to the generosity of the fol-
lowing firms, the delegation of State
Department grantees. and other
visitors arriving Thursday noon will
be enjoying a delicious Kentucky-
style luncheon through the courtesy
of:
E. W. James and Sons super-
market, who furnished various
salads and other food;
The Reelfoot Packing Company,
Union City, for providing a gener-
ous supply of pork shoulders and
hams for this occasion and others;
The Mid-Town Barbecue stand
for doing the barbecuing of the
meat for the occasion.
Many saludos to our own amigos!
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International Relations Program Highlights
Theme Of Festival Program, Project Unite-Us
The International Relations program of the Fifth
Annual International Banana Festival should be a
"must" on the calendar of every citizen of the twin cities
and surrounding areas.
- It is the program of the Festival that sums up all of
the hopes and objectives of the people of this community
to create friendship and understanding with our neigh-
bors to the south of us.
All school children in Fulton and South Fulton are
required to be at the program as part of their holiday
time for the Festival.
Governor Edward T. Breatliitt
will introduce the major speaker,
Undersecretary of State Winthrop
Brown.
The goals and objectives of the
National Partners of the Alliance
will be discussed by Edward Mar-
cus, president of that organization.
He will be introduced by Robert
Hensley, the co-chairman of the
Kentucky Partnersof the Alliance.
Mrs. Ward Bushart, the Banana
Influx Of Pipeline Workers Is Taxing
Area Housing; Some Sleeping.In Cars
Sleeping accommodations in Union City and sur-
rounding towns are practically non-existent because of
the influx of hundreds of pipeline employes at work on
two separate projects within Obion County, the Union
City Messenger stated last weekend.
The situation is expected to get worse before it im-
proves—another 300 workers are expected within a
week or two.
One of the companies, Curran &
Co., has contracted for a 93-mile
loop of 40-inch line being run for the
Shell Oil Co. from the Gulf of Mex-
ico to Chicago.
The second firm is the Houston
Construction Co., which is laying
seven miles of 36-inch gas line for
Texas Gas. Work on this line is be-
ing done in the Kenton area near the
pumping station.
A spokesman for the Houston
Company said there are now 55 em-
ployes in the county but that when
actual construction work begins in
a couple of weeks there may be as
many as 350 to 400. He said they
would remain in the county about
two months or more.
The Curran firm, which has about
300 workers in the area, will be at
work here a month or longer. Its
line will enter the county near
Trimble and exit near Fulton.
Last Thursday night a number of
workers arrived and, unable to find
accomodations, slept in their cars.
Union City's motels and hotels
reported that all had to turn away
customers. All said rooms which
are normally rented to the irregular
traveling clientele were being held
for these regular customers but that
all other rooms were being rented
to pipeline employes.
Three Skydivers Will Make
Jump At Country Club Friday
A three-man team of skydivers
will make a jump over the Fulton
Country Club Friday, September
30, at 5:00 p. ,m. as part of the
Fifth International Banana Festival.
The skydivers are paratroopers
with the 101st Airborne Division
and are members of the Ft. Camp-
bell Sports Parachute Club.
Jumping from an altitude of
9,000-10,000 feet, the men will free
fall for 15-20 seconds, opening their
parachutes approximately 1,000 feet
above the ground.
The men who will perform man-
euvers before opening their chutes
will carry smoke bombs in
thetr hands which will give off a
metallic smoke of red, green, and
blue.
Wearing yellow flight suits, the
skydivers will use modified T 10
parachutes.
Captain Burnham Dallas, son of
Freeman Dallas of Fulton, is one
of the divers. He is married to the
former Carol Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Johnson of
South Fulton.
A local pilot, Johnny Jones, will
fly the plane, a Cessna 172, from
which the doors will have been re-
moved.
Ward Caravan Leaving
Al 8:30 a. m. Saturday
Henry Ward, Democratic nomi-
nee for Governor, will leave Fulton
Saturday morning on a campaign
whirl through the Purchase, The
News learned Wednesday.
A special caravan will form at
the Kingsway Motel in Fulton on
Saturday morning, departing from
there at 8:30 a. m. and will make
scheduled stops in Hickman, Car-
lisle, Ballard, Graves, Marshall
and Calloway Coqnties,
Mr. Ward will greet residents
and make a speech at every stop.
The caravan is scheduled to ar-
rive in Calloway County at 4: p. m.
Fulton Hi School
Seniors Select
"Who's Who" List
The following have been selected
by the Fulton High School senior
class to appear in "Who's Who" in
the annual this year:
Most dependable, Jane Sublette
and Donnie Noles; most talented,
Julie Powell and Richard Tidwell;
most likely to succeed, David Dunn
and Cindy Homra; best all-around,
Rita Craven and Mike Gossum;
wittiest, Ray Martin and Carolyn
Allen; best dressed, Joe Hooden-
pyle and ROMs Foster;
Most beautiful and most hand-
some, Ruth Ann Burnette and Paul
Pittman; flirtiest, Jimmy King and
Becky Mitchell; best personality,
Eddie Williamson and Carol Heith-
cock; best sport and most athletic,
Linda Crider and David Forrest;
loudest and quietest, Max Omar
and Patsy Ray; best leaders, Jim-
my Tress and Lady Rose Craddock.
SCHOOL'S OUT!
Fulton city schools will be dis-
missed Thursday and Friday of this
week for the International Banana
Festival.
Festival president, will give the
address of welcome, and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling, chairman of the In-
ternational Relations Program will
briefly outline the International
Banana Festival and the Interna-
tional Relations program.
The Ecuadorian Amigos with
their twin city hosts will form a
tableau on the stage, depicting the
coincidence of interest between the
North and South American count-
ries.
Also appearing on the program
will be the Naval Band from Mil-
lington; the Guardia de Honor, a
marimba band from Guatemala;
and Miss Mary Faith Grymes, a
folksinger from Memphis, who is
the daughter of former Fultonians,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Grymes.
BURNETTE AWARDED
Burnett° Tractor Co. local dealer
for Clay Equipment Corp., serving
the 207 4th St. Fulton, Kentucky
area, has been awarded member-
ship in the CLAY "500" CLUB for
1967. This is an organization of out-
standing dealers throughout the
country who have distinguished
themselves in the sales, installation
and service of Clay "Pushbutton"
farm equipment.
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The Twin Cities Sing-Out, which
is directed by Montelle Tripp, will
play host to the Memphis Sing-Out
group when they arrive- for their
performance at the International
Banana Festival. -
Arriving about 9:00 a. m. Satur-
day, September 30, the Memphis
group will attend the parade and
barbecue at the City Park with
members of the local Sing-Out. At
2:30 p. m. they will be on the pro-
gram with Julius La Rosa in the
tent at Kitty League Park.
Some 25 of the Memphis Sing-
Out group participated in the World
Sing-Out Festival in Washington
D. C., which reached the heart of
that city, from the leading political
figures of the country to the Negro
children of Washington's housing
projects. Members of the World
Sing-Out came from the United
States, Brazil, Africa, Panama. and
Germany.
_ Donna Sisk Is 26th Entrant In
Princess Pageant Opening Friday
Miss Donna Carol Sisk, a senior
at Fulton High School, is the
twenty-sixth and final entrant in the
5th International Banana Festival
Princess Pageant, one of the high-
lights of the Festival.
The bevy of 26 beautiful girls will
compete for $2000 in cash scholar-
ships Friday and Saturday nights in
Pageant competition at the Fulton
High School auditorium. The pro-
gram each night begins at 7:30 p.
m.
The Pageant, sponsored and pro-
duced by the Fulton Rotary Club,
has been acclaimed as one of the
finest sectional shows in the na-
tion by its judges, all of whom are
experienced in judging many of
the State "Miss" pageants from
coast to coast.
Col. Mercer Lee Price of Ormond
Beach, Florida, whose Price Foun-
dation generously provides the
scholarships for the winners, rates
the Banana Festival Princess
Pageant as one of the top three
events of its kind in the country.
Col. Price will return to Fulton
again this year as one of the five
judges.
Dick Hawley will return again
this year as master of ceremonies,
taking time from his busy sche-
dule at WMC-TV, Memphis for the
event. Dick, a skillful hand at his
job, will be working with producer
Jack Smythe of Jackson, Tennes-
see, assisted by Joe Sanders and
Paul Westpheling.
On Friday evening all 26 contest-
DONNA CAROL SISK
ants will compete in formals and
swim suits. On Saturday evening
the first event will be selection of
ten finalists, followed by further
competition among these ten, and
final announcement of the new
Princess and the runners-up.
Miss Sisk, whose entry was re-
ceived too late to be included in the
group of 25 published last week, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mer-
ritt Sisk of Fulton. Her hobbies are
sewing and outdoor sports, and she
has had special training in piano,
modern dancing and drama.
A Great New Marimba Band Arrives To: Thrill Festival - Goers
Kentucky
A new Marimba band from
Guatemala arrived Tuesday after-
noon for Festival entertaining and
Tuesday night played their first
public performance for a music-
hungry audience at the Derby.
By 10:30 p. m. every seat in the
restaurant's large banquet room at
the rear was filled, and the crowd
overflowed to the halls, doorways
and outside on the parking lot.
Dancers and party-goers from Ful-
ton, Union City, Hickman and sur-
rounding area agreed that the
band's music was excellent and
that a good time was surely in store
for all Marimba music devotees for
the rest of the week.
During the past three years Fesli.
val-goers have greatly enjoyed the
symphonic concerts, the lilting
dance music and the gaiety of "La
Reina De Ejercito" one of the four
Marimba Bands In the Guatemalan
army. As far as most local listeners
were concerned—since this was the
only one of the four bands they had
heard—this was THE hand for the
Festival. They were a fine bunch
of fellows, enjoyed playing, and
played, and played and played.
They were great; they were unique.
You can imagine the disappoint-
ment, then, when word was rece!v•
ed at the Festival office early this
week that "La Reina de Ejercito"
was being replaced by the Guate-
malan government with another
Marimba Band this year, the
"Guardia de Honor." The telegram
added that the new band was the
first prize-winner in the last com-
petition between the four bands.
It didn't take long Tuesday night
for the crowd to decide that this
new band also is great, and is go-
ing to do a superb job of continu-
ing the gay atmosphere created by
its predecessor. With the same
number of men and the same in-
strumentation, they play the same
kind of music. Maybe a little bet-
ter, even. After all, they're num-
ber one.
But anyhow, b:-re's a little "hosts
la vista" to you guys in "La Reina",
wherever you may be down in
Guatemala on army maneuvers.
After all, you started this swingin'
bit of marimba music and maybe
(if we can afford it) both of you
can come next year so we can de-
cide for ourselves whom we think
is number one.
Be sure to hear this new band.
-Here is their schedule for the bal-
ance of this week:
THURSDAY:
7:30 p. m. at the Inter-American
Music Fiesta at the tent
9:00 p. m. for a public dance at
the old Taylor Chevrolet build-
ing on Fourth Street. (This
dance was originally scheduled
for the Ferry-Morse parking lot
but has been moved indoors
due to the weather).
FRIDAY:
2:30 p. m. at the International
Relations program at the tent
5:00 p. m. at a reception at the
Fulton Country Club
9:00 p. m. for a dance at the
Country Club
SATURDAY:
9:00 p. m. for the Princess Ball
at the tent. (The Marimba
Band will alternate with the
Melody Men orchestra during
the evening).
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Welcome, Festival Visitors! Join Us This Week In A
Salute To Latin-American Friendship, Cooperation
Welcome, Festival Visitors!
The hearts and hospitality of resi-
dents of the twin Cities of Fulton, Ken-
tucky and South Fulton, Tennessee are
open wide this week to visitors, foreign
and domestic, that are expected to con-
verge here by the thousands this week-
end.
It is a time for gaiety, for hospitali-
ty, for renewing old friendships and
making new ones as hundreds of our
native sons and daughters choose this
weekend to return home for a "look
around" once again.
It is the time for extending the
hand of friendship to our honored
guests from the United States State De-
partment who are coming here to offer
encouragement to us for a continuation
of this worthwhile event.
It is the time for extending a
hearty welcome and hospitality to our
15 visiting students from Ecuador,
many of whom are seeing the United
States for the first time and whose im-
pressions of the Twin Cities and their
people will be a long-cherished mem-
ory when they return to their native
country.
It is a time for also extending a
hearty and cordial welcome to the
visiting Press, Radio and TV who are
here to record the Festival and its
events for their own home-town media.
As far as we know, this is the only
International Banana Festival on the
North American continent. It was con-
ceived in a spirit of friendly salute to
our Central and South American neigh-
bors whose millions of tons of bananas
pass through the railroad "port" of Ful-
ton enroute to northern markets, and
have for the past 50 years or more.
The Festival has grown in stature
each of its five years because it has de-
veloped into more than a salute. . . it
has developed into a personal hand-
clasp of friendship with our neighbors
from the South who have visited us
each year at Festival-time. We take
great delight in welcoming all of them,
Ambassadors, hat-makers, rug weav-
ers, students, musicians, newspaper-
men.
This is a People-to-People program
that succeeds by its very nature. Our
own people here at home and all of our
neighbors in surrounding counties
learn from our visitors, and enjoy their
association, as they do ours. We all
wish we could have a half-dozen Latin
orchestras playing each night at as
many dances and concerts; that we
could afford a whole street-full of ca-
banas containing rug-weavers, hat-
makers, wood carvers and other types
of native Latin craftsmen instead of
just one or two; that we could have
the biggest salute, to Latin America
that the United States ha S ever seen,
each Festival week.
But these Twin Cities of Fulton
and South Fulton are only a communi-
ty of 7,000 people, and, while we have
the energy and the ability to stage such
an event, and the will to do it, we must
have (and hope we will have) continu-
ing endorsement and assistance from
our governmental agencies interested
in fostering this kind of grass-roots
people-to-people friendship.
It seems a shame that this great
country of ours can appropriate mil-
lions each year to export our people to
all over Central and South America,
yet hestitates to spend a comparable
amount to more "plain folks" to visit
us in our homes, on our farms, in our
stores and churches and factories and
schools. They are great people; friend-
ly, polite, eager to see and learn and
know all about us, and nothing beats a
personal visit. -
Viva La Festival! May it grow for
a hundred years and become a corner-
stone of international friendship, un-
derstanding and gaiety.
Nunn Having Difficulty Finding An Issue
From his statements thus far in the
campaign Louie Nunn, the Republican
candidate for governor, appears to be
having trouble finding an issue on
which to pitch his quest for the top spot
in Kentucky government.
Nunn's dilemma is due largely to
Henry Ward's invulnerability. The
Republican nominee cannot charge
Ward with inefficiency in the adminis-
tration of the State Highway Depart-
ment or the Department of Soil Con-
servation and the state's fine system of
parks. In all of these areas of public
service, the Democratic nominee has
compiled an enviable record.
Nunn cannot truthfully say that
Henry Ward is not one of the most
knowledgable persons about Kentucky
government. This is an accepted fact.
And the Republican nominee could
never successfully attack Ward's per-
sonal integrity or his personal honesty.
Here again the record speaks for itself.
Aside from the usual campaign
platitudes Nunn has come up with
nothing other than a promise to ap-
point a 50-man commission to investi-
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gate state government. This proposal
has failed to generate that first spark
of interest, if for no other reason that
the people have heard too much, too
long about commissions.
Henry Ward is one candidate who
can, with complete confidence, say
"take a long, hard look at my record
of public service."
THINK THIS OVER
People often wonder why eco-
nomic and political liberty are insepar-
able. What is wrong, they say, with the
government becoming a primary em-
ployer of American citizens? Why do
we need tens of thousands of individual
enterprises in which workers can move
about freely from one job to another
seeking the employer that suits them?
What has this to do with political liber-
ty?
Well, the answer has come from
no less than the Civil Service Commis-
sion, which has issued a regulation stat-
ing, "An employee shall not make pub-
lic any disagreements with, or criticism
of, officials, policies, or practices of the
Commission or of other Federal agen-
cies in areas relating to the Commis-
sion's functions. Such matters may be
brought to the executive director's at-
tention for appropriate action."
There, in straight-forward lang-
uage, is the reason why government
should never become the master em-
ployer of U. S. citizens. What good
would a polling booth be with an eco-
nomic dictator sitting in Washington
holding the power of life and death
over all jobs in the nation.
— Union County Advocate
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0 UGLY CUR NEP -
IT'S FINE TODAY
Sure, this world is full of trouble -
I aint said it aint.
Lord, I've had enough and double
Reason for complaint;
Rain and storm have come to fret me,
Skies are often gray;
Thorns and brambles have beset me
On the road - but say,
Aint it fine today?
What's the use of always weepin',
Making trouble last?
What's the use of always keepin'
Thinkin' of the past?
Each must have his tribulation -
Water with his wine;
Life, it aint no celebration,
Trouble? - I've had mine -
But today is fine!
It's today that -I am livin',
Not a month ago.
Havin'; losin'; givin';
As time wills it so.
Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Fell across the way;
It may rain again tomorrow,
It may rain - but say,
Aint it fine today?
— Douglas Malloch
Speaks
The Parson
MAN'S FLIGHT AND GOD'S
RESPONSE
"For this son of mine was dead
but now is alive; he was lost, hir
now he has been found. And so ti.
feasting began."
Text Luke 15:24.
Again we turn to the most reveal
ing of all the parables of Jesus.
• This parable was told by Jesus who
is the greatest mastermind in all
the universe. Ile proclaimed h,,
gospel in such a simple way that
even the children understood him.
Here he takes a parable from life
to reveal the plight of every man
and God's response. This is not a
story of some man who lived two
thousand years ago, but it is as
modern as today's news. This is
story of every man. Let us look at
what Jesus is saying.
EVERY PERSON BECOMES RE-
SPONSIBLE FOR HIS OWN LIFI:
This is what every man wants,
and God grants it. This is what God
meant when he said to Adam, "Of
all the trees in the garden you may
eat except for one." Adam you are
responsible for your own life.
This is what Moses meant when
he said. "I have set before you life
and death, blessings and cursing:
Choose ye life." This is what Josh-
ua meant when he said, "choose ye
this day whom you will serve " God
gives every man a right to choose
(Continued on Page Seven>
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FULTON'S
UlIvrory
By Brenda
Books are no substitute for living,
but they can add immeasurably to
its richness. When life is absorbing,
books can enhance our sense of its
significance. When life is difficult,
they can give us momentary release
from trouble or a new insight into
our problems, or provide the rest
and refreshment we need. Books
'have always been a source of in-
formation, comfort and pleasure
for people who know how to use
them.
Stop by the Fulton Public Library
and examine the new books that are
on display and find something to
read to make your day a bit more
cheerful.
STILLMEADOW CALENDAR by
Gladys Taber. Here is the first re-
port from Stillmeadow in five
years, another invitation to behold
the seasons and meet the author's
family, friends, and neighbors—
and her dogs. Gladys Taber's large
and loyal following will be glad to
be welcomed back to her peaceful
Connecticut valley, with its snow
and sunshine, and to her comfort-
CommeT
Rowlett
able old farmhouse, with tall lilacs
nodding their heavy blooms in May
and maples kindling with color in
October, with savory dishes cooking
in the kitchen, and books all over
the house. Gladys Taber has the
gift of being as much a hostess to
her readers as she is an author. "In
a confused and troubled world,"
she writes, "we need to share with
our friends such excitements as
ruffled grouse in the back yard,
sunlight on the pond, and coping
when the electric goes off."
HAWAII, FIFTIETH STATE by
Charles A. Borden. East is East
and West is still West, but Ameri-
cans looking at their fiftieth state
carefully for the first time will dis-
cover that here the twain have long
since met and are living together
harmoniously and in high good
humor. Hawaii, generally pictured
as the tourist's dreamland of leis
and grass-roofed huts, poi, aloha
and lovely women, emerges in Mr.
Borden's lively profile as a land of
practical fulfillment with its ma-
ture and responsibile citizens
standing ready to join mainland
America—still conscious of the old
European traditions and ties—in a
new era of world brotherhood. Mr.
Borden's valuable small book, in-
tended for teen-agers, is a garner
of fascinating material for readers
of all ages. A product of his long
familiarity with the Islands and
their peoples, it provides a compre-
hensive picture of the unforgettable
personalities, religions and ideals,
man-gods, missionaries and muu-
muus, that have made Hawaii's his-
tory. Fellow Americans who be-
come acquainted with Hawaii's
variegated past and aware of its
vital position today will salute their
fiftieth star with new admiration
and pride.
THE FAMILY GAME BOOK by
Robert V. Masters. Divided by age
groups, THE FAMILY GAME
BOOK is a veritable grab bag of
hundreds of tested games and edu-
cational activities, designed for
first-class family entertainment
within reach of everyone's pocket-
book. Throughout, the aim is con-
stant: to stimulate parents' inter-
est in creating play opportunities
for their children and in helping
them to enjoy participating in the
play. With its accent on youth, from
prescnoolers to teenagers, THE
FAMILY GAME BOOK contains a
wealth of ideas for teachers, camp
counselors and youth group leaders.
Indoor and outdoor games, party
suggestions, projects, and excur-
sions—all tested for proven popu-
larity—are presented in simple, ex-
plicit and delightfully illustrated
ehapters. Texts for preschool and
children's games are aimed at the
parent and adult leaders; the sec-
tions for teenagers are directed to
the player himself or to the player-
leader. More than 225 illustrations
by artist Doug Anderson and others
add charm and clarity to thus su-
perb treasury of pastimes and rec-
reations.
HOW TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS
by Edith Head. Would you like to
look younger, prettier, slimmer?
Would you like to attract a new
man, hold on to the current one?
Would you like to get a better job,
earn more money? Would you like
your husband to move up the lad-
der of success, attract more
friends? Then this is your Wok.
Starting off with basics, Miss Head
shows how to analyze your own
figure coldly and objectively. How
to cope with its defects. She then
guides the reader in how to shop
for and build a successful ward-
robe, how to choose colors and ac-
cessories. Miss Head illustrates her
ideas with informal and amusing
line drawings and has included
basic wardrobe lists and color
charts.
October 2, 1947
On Sunday, October 5, the Illinois Central Service
Club sponsored an excursion from Fulton to Bluford and
return. The train, "Operation Pleasure," is the first to be
chartered since before the war.
Clifford Shields winner of the YMBC Key Award,
industrial engineer for Kentucky Utilities and secretary
ofthe club for the past six months, was elected president
of that civic group last Tuesday night. Other officers
elected were: Harry Bloodworth, vice president; Joe
Treas, secretary; Frank Wiggins, assistant secretary;
Bertes Pigue, re-elected treasurer; Lloyd Bone, R. E.
Stanford and Raymond Stallins, members of the board
of directors.
The Fulton County dairy judging team, composed
of Joe Bondurant, Buddy Ballow, Lewis Sutton and C. C.
Burnette, accompanied by John B. Watts, county agent,
attended the Mid-South Fair Friday, September 26.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Roberts announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Martha Jane, to Robert F. Mc-
Knight, son of Mrs. F. H. McKnight of Reno, Nevada.
The wedding will be solemnized Wednesday afternoon,
October 15, in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. M. W. Haws, president of the Fulton Woman's
Club, was gracious hostess at a lovely formal dinner
Monday evening at her home in honor of Miss Chloe
Gifford, president of the Kentucky State Federation of
Women's Clubs. Other guests were members of the of-
ficial board of the Fulton Woman's Club.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., were hosts Tuesday
evening to a weiner roast at their farm east of town. An
enjoyable evening was spent by the group, which in-
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Paul Durbin, Ruth Graham, Thom-
as Maddox, Martha Moore, Tommy Mahan, Helen King,
David Nugent, Charlene Martin and D. Graham, Jr.
Mrs. Paul Durbin honored her little daughter,
Paula, on her fifth birthday Tuesday at their home east
of town. Ice cream and cake were served to: Reta, Judy
and Jane Kieser, Pamela Homra, Reta Kramer, Reta
Thompson, Bobby Hyland and Ruth Louise Butts. Those
sending gifts but unable to attend were Patsy Smith and
Linda Whitnel.
Miss Andy DeMyer entertained the Thursday night
bridge club at her home on Fourth Street. Three tables
of club members were present. At the close of the games
Mrs. Paul Durbin received high score prize and Miss
Ruth Graham low.
The senior girls of Fulton High School met Thurs-
day evening at the home of their sponsor, Miss Mary
Royster. A picnic supper was enjoyed, following which
the girls surprised a member of their class, Patricia
Wiley, with a miscellaneous shower. Miss Willey is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Willey, who lost all
clothes and furniture recently when their home burned.
As the October 2 issue of the News goes to press the
staff is busily preparing a citation on "the world's most
harrassed man" for genial Hugh Fly, manager of the
"late" Smith's Cafe. A series of events that would make
a less composed man climb the walls has kept Hugh ten
times busier than the proverbial one-armed paper hang-
er. Hugh decided to take a month off during September,
but, after two weeks, was called back to duty. On Sun-
day, in the wee hours of the night, he was awakened
hurriedly because his business house was on fire. This
necessitated him closing for repairs, indefinitely. On
Wednesday, while busily engaged with estimates, blue-
prints, etc., old brother Stork decided to pay his some-
what belated visit. This was the best news Hugh has had
in a long time. A six-pound, twelve-ounce daughter. Yes,
he's the world's most harrassed man, but the proudest
father in all the planets.
Pilot Oak: Mrs. Mary Collins is decorating an 8-foot
painting for Dewey Fields restaurant in Fulton. Subject
is sunset on Pikes Peak.
D. Yates gets off work every Thursday afternoon
and drives up to Austin Springs. D., you better leave
those gals alone.
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The News Reports ...
SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
By Mary Louise Gossum
With the cold and flu season just
around the corner, I started won-
dering the other day what our fore-
fathers used to do when they felt
a cold coming on. You know, back
in the days before antibiotics and
such. So I checked around and real-
ly came up with some of' their
homemade remedies, many of
which are still in use today.
As medically unsound as it is, the
use of the common onion to treat
the common cold is still prevalent.
A man in New York City said that
"slices of raw onion bound to the
soles of the feet will draw the cold
Out overnight."
Elsewhere there are those who
prefer sliced onion poultices applied
to the chest for the relief of their
cold's misery. Still others feel it is
better to boil the onion slices with
sugar until a thick sauce is made.
Then they-take one or two table-
spoons of this mixture every hour.
Popular as it is, the onion is by
no means the only medicine used
for the treatment of a cold. Some
bind scalded herrings to the soles
of the feet, some chew raw peanuts,
and some consume so much liquor
they really don't care about the
cold—or living through it, for that
matter.
Others recommend rinsing the
eyes morning and night with eye-
wash, (I don't see the significance)
while still others wash down gar-
lic buds and pickles with beer to
combat their colds.
Mullen-flower (What is that?) tea
is supposed to be good for colds,
sore throat, flu, and even pneu-
monia. Strong cider vinegar, with
salt and pepper added, is used as a
gargle. (That one should kill you.)
Horehound is considered one of
the best of all the cold remedies. I
even have the recipe. Just take a
panful of horehound leaves, add
water, and keep warm on the back
of the stove for several days. Then
pour off the liquid and concentrate
it further by boiling. If it's too bit-
ter, it may be mixed with wild
honey, the blacker the honey the
more effective the syrup. Of course,
if you're a sissy, lots of sugar may
be added to make horehound candy
and you can get your dose that way.
Medical science says that while
folklore methods of treating a cold
are interesting, they simply don't
qualify as cures. For, in truth, there
is no cure for the common cold —
although we persist in spending
large amounts of money trying to
prove otherwise.
However, if anyone has the nerve
to try any of these remedies and
they work, please let me know. I
still keep hoping.
Sorry to hear that Fulton is go-
ing to loose Roland and Lee Bell.
Roland, who is with the General
Adjustment Bureau, is being trans-
ferred taa Paducah the first of Oc-
tober.
Margaret Taylor, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Brady and former-
ly of Fulton, was the runner-up for
the Queen's Trophy at the Wash-
ington, Indian Golf Club. Margaret
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum eleaners
Floor polishers
WADE Fl7RN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
was tied for first place at the end
of regulation play, but lost in a sud-
den death play off.
The Fulton Elks have the same
"the show must go on" attitude of
people in the entertainment world.
When the club burned, the oyster
supper scheduled for that week was
just moved out to the Derby, and
from all reports a record number of
oysters were consumed.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hales have
returned from a week-end trip to
Bloomington, Indiana. They visited
their daughter, Carolinda, who is a
student there, and attended the
Kentucky-Indiana football game.
Mrs. Gene Hatfield and Mrs.
John Sullivan entertained their
bridge clubs together Thursday
night. There were three tables with
prizes going to Mrs. Bob Peterson,
Mrs. Jasper Vcrwell, Mrs. John Joe
Campbell, and Mrs. Bobby Scates.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fall and Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Fossett are in Las
Vegas this week attending the Na-
tional Insurance Convention. They
flew from Memphis Monday.
Betty and Jasper Vowel success-
fully defended their championship
at the two day annual Guys and
Dolls Golf Tournament held at the
Village Greens at Kentucky Lake
over the week-end. The Vowells,
two of the areas leading golfers,
finished ten strokes ahead of their
nearest opponents. There were 44
couples entered in the tournament.
Mrs. Bill McCarthy, Mrs. An-
drew Nelson, and Mrs. Charles
Fields spent several days in Mem-
phis last week.
I've heard of thieves stealing a lot
of things but when Cavita Olive,
the secretary at the Chamber of
Commerce, came in the Banana
Festival office the other morning
and said someone had stolen her
telephone I thought she was putting
us on. I made the trip across the
street just to see for myself and
sure enough there was the wire
dangling from the wall—and no
telephone. Now who in the heck
would swipe a phone and nothing
else?
Mr. and Mrs. Sparky Newton are
visiting their daughter Mrs. Walter
Shirah and family in Somerville,
Tennessee.
It's been about 10 days since the
Lake Street fire, but I still haven't
found an explanation for this hap-
pening. I was passing the Leader
Sporting Goods the Monday morn-
ing after the fire when I heard a
telephone ringing. Not believing my
own ears, I asked a couple of men
standing there if the phone was
ringing in the Sporting Goods store.
They agreed that it was, but how
could it have been with all the
charred wreckage I'll never know.
Many times I've thought some
bad words when I couldn't find a
place to park on Lake Street on
Saturday, but I was glad there
wasn't the Saturday before the fire,
when about a week later Margaret
Homra called and told me this
story. It all goes back to last spring
when she made a picture of our
teenagers all gussied up and ready
for the big spring dance. She prom-
ised me a picture when she de-
veloped the roll. Time passed and
Margaret just never got around to
having them-devoloped. Then ac-
cording to Margaret, the Saturday
before the fire she decided to take
tired Of being
I:05719"i 0313... 990:710i
Sure ... you're tired of being just another
-number ... we an are! BUT .. at the
Wonderful Woodner Hotel, from registration
to cheek out you enjoY an individuality so
scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Excellent Cocktails, Dining, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
Telephone: 1-111clion 3-4400
NV
/ Trfswommula, Teletype: 202.965-0506
ODNER HOTEL
alas SIXTEENTH •TREET, NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON. D.C.
B and PW Club
Taking Active
Part In Festival
The Fulton-South Fulton Business
and Professional Women's Club is
taking an active part in the Ba-
nana Festival again this year.
Lorene Harding, president, heads
a committee to furnish transporta-
tion for all dignitaries who will at-
tend the Festival, as well place-
ment in local homes of those digni-
taries. Lorene calls on other mem-
bers of the club, when necessary.
Ramelle Pigue is chairman of a
committee in charge of all ticket
sales and reservations of seats.
Various other members and friends
assist her.
A committee which will cater a
luncheon for the beauty contestants
and judges in the home of Mrs.
Smith Atkins on Saturday, Septem-
ber 30, is headed by Anna Belle
Edwards, with Kellena Holland,
Amaline Momra, Ruth Scott, Ra-
melle Pigue and Anna Lou Caldwell
assisting.
Sue Hurt, another member, is as-
sisting the Rotary Club's commit-
tee in registration of the beauty
contestants as they arrive in Ful-
ton.
This club, presently composed of
fifty-one members, has been active
in all community projects since its
organization in 1959.
Clothing Clinics
Announced For
Clinton, Mayfield
Do the sleeves you set in your
dress, suit or coat destroy the beau-
ty of the garment? If they do, you
are invited to attend a Clothing
Clinic on "Sleeves and Sleeve Fin-
ishes" being conducted by Mrs.
Anna C. Thompson, Area Extension
Agent - Clothing & Textiles, Octo-
ber 4 - Assembly Room, Court-
house - Mayfield, or October 6 -
Room 214, Federal Building -
The meetings -will begin at 9:30
a. m. and be completed by noon.
These meetings are the fourth in a
series of five clothing clinics be-
ing sponsored by the Cooperative
Extension Service of the University
of Kentucky in the Purchase Area.
Any woman who has problems in
putting in sleeves is urged to attend
the clinic most convenient for her.
She may get a list of materials
needed by calling her local Agri-
cultural Extension Office.
Letters To Editor
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey rein&
DIRECCION GENERAL de
TURISMO de NICARAGUA
Managua, D. N., Nicaragua,
America Central
September 19, 1967.
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
Chairman, International Relations
International Banana Festival Inc.
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
U. S. A.
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Thank you very much for your
kind letter and the nice demonstra-
tion of high steem that you have
toward our Country. I congratulate
you for the wonderful Festival you
are planning, it is very interesting
and we are taking it in serious con-
sideration.
I will gladly make all the neces-
sary arrangements and will inform
you as soon as possible. We appre-
ciate your nice gesture in inviting
our Queen to participate in the In-
ternational Banana Festival.
Cordially yours,
Alejandro Gallard Prio
Director General
the film to City Drug to get it de-
veloped. Finding no place to park
on Lake Street, she went around to
the alley. No place there either. Dis-
guested, Margaret decided to wait
until another day. And lucky that
she did or we'd never know how
that picture turned out.
The LeRoy Beards have purchas-
ed the Brown house on West Street
next to Mr. and Mrs. Vick Voegeli.
Steve Green, spent the week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Green. Steve is a freshman at
Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - • -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulion 472-1341
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and also at the evening
worship. Sunday School meets at 10
a. m. and B. T. U. at 6:30 p. m. A
good attendance was had at each
service.
Only last week some repairs were
made on the Grant Bynum house.
A new flue was built and the house
got a new roof. These repairs are
well in advance of the winter wea-
ther just ahead of us.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Mar-
tin visited their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, 'near here,
Sunday.
This locality extends profound
sympathy to the family of Bill Mel-
ton, who died suddenly while at-
tending services at Pleasant View
Baptist Church, Dukedom-Latham
road. Funeral services will be held
in Jackson Funeral Home Wednes-
day afternoon at two o'clock, Rev.
Cayce Pentecost and Rev. Bobbye
Pruitt officiating. Burial will be
in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Get Well wishes go to Mrs. Grover
True, who is on the sick list at her
home near here. She is under the
care of her family physician, Dr.
R. T. Peterson. We hope she will be
better soon. Mrs. True's sister, Mrs.
Inez Vincent, is spending a few
days in the 'True home at the pres-
ent.
Your writer came down with a
deep cold and sore throat the past
week, along with many others
around here who have the same ail-
ment. I hope it goes away rapidly,
because a summer cold makes all
victims feel worse than all get-out.
Mrs. Dave Mathis, beloved lady
of our village, still remains indi-
sposed because of her failing health
several months ago. We hope she
will be improving shortly.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lassiter left
today (Monday) for Detroit, after
two weeks with relatives. While
here they bought a house on May-
field-Murray road and plan to re-
locate by November 1. They form-
erly resided near Lynnville and all
their friends will be glad to know
they decided to come south again.
They are commended to this lo-
cality, where southern hospitality is
abundant.
Henry McBee is resting some
better for the past few days at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Roy
Vincent, near here. He Is sitting up
a portion of the time.
Mrs. Jimmy Argo and children.
Chad and Kimberly, of Hickman,
spent Sunday with your writer, the
grandmother and great grand-
mother. Each of us enjoyed the
day.
Jean Turner Wins Page 3
Murray Show With
Prize Angus Steer
Jean Turner, of the Hickman Ele-
mentary 4-H Club, won the Murray
District 4-H and FFA beef show at
Murray last Monday, September
25, with her 1,010 grand champion
Angus steer. This steer was pur-
chased by E. W. James and Sons
Super-markets for 85c per pound, or
$858.50.
Joe Ed Harrison, of the Fulton
4-H Club, showed a reserve cham-
pion Hereford, which was also pur-
chased by Mr. James for 36c per
pound.
Alice Caldwell, of the Cayce 4-11
Club, eichibited the champion heavy
Shorthorn, while Tommy Hepler, of
the Fulton County High School,
showed the champion heavy Here-
ford steer.
In all, thirty calves were exhi-
bited and sold by Fulton County 4-H
Club and FFA 'members for about
37c per pound.
Members from the Fulton and
Cayce area exhibiting at the show
were:
Debbie Sowell, $36.00 per cwt,
Robinson Grain buyer.
Alice Caldwell, $36.00 per cwt,
Robinson Grain buyer.
Robert Caldwell, $37.00 per cwt,
City National Bank buyer.
Jamie Alexander, $38.00 per cwt,
City National Bank buyer.
Randy Adams, $38.00 per cwt,
Reelfoot Packing Company buyer.
Fonda Adams, $37.00 per cwt,
Central Soya of Clinton buyer.
Fonda Adams, $35.00 per cwt,
Fulton County Texaco buyer.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
September 29: Donna Sisk; Sep-
tember 30: Sandra Lee Holt, Don
Reed; October 1: T. J. Easter-
wood, Carolyn Fly, Connie Beth
Graves, Leon Hutchens, Thomas
Heinz Pickle, Nelson Tripp; October
2: Chuck Beard, Jr., Michael East-
erwood, Mrs. Sue Hurt, Barbara
Ann Nabors;
October 3: Charlotte Beard, Jean
Hyland, Karen Seccombe; October
4: Cheryl Frields, Mrs. Clyde
Fields, Mrs. Bob Hyland; October
5: Bobby Matthews, Mrs. Harvey
Pewitt, Mrs. J. D. Simpson.
EARLY GRADUATES
The first class in agriculture at
the University of Kentucky was
graduated in 1898 and the first class
in home economics was graduated
in 1913.
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WILDCAT BACKGROUND
BRIEFS
UK's Football Squad
Ronnie Phillips, sophomore full-
back at the University of Kentucky,
is an expert on losing weight.
"All you have to do is quit eat-
ing," he says.
Phillips should know.
After spring practice, the All-
America high school player from
Grundy, Va., started "eating and
loafing" a little and immediately
filled out to 215 pounds.
"I got a note from Coach Ralph
Berlin telling me to report at 190
lbs.," Phillips said. "Frankly, I
was a little fat."
Phillips, who worked at Blue
Grass Trucks in Lexington while
not attending summer classes, cut
his table sessions to one meal a
day.
"You get used to not eating," he
said recently after downing a ham-
burger and Coke, his meal of the
day. "It doesn't bother me."
Phillips admitted, however, he
drank a lot of milk and water dur-
ing the day.
In addition to the trucking com-
pany job, he worked out three hours
a day at the Sports Center, fished
and played a little golf on the side.
On one of his better golfing days,
he shot a 75 on the Big Elm course.
He also caught two lunker bass in
a five-minute period just before
midnight one night at Herruigton
Lake.
A lot of his workout time was
spent with sophomore quarterback
Stan Forston.
"Stan wanted to keep his arm in
shape," Phillips said, "so I caught
him."
Phillips wasn't on the receiving
end of any passes during his fresh-
man season, but he saw some
ground action, carrying 23 times
for 86 yards and one touchdown.
He expects to make a strong bid
for starting fullback, a post definite-
ly up for grabs as the Wildcats pre-
pare for their opening game against
Indiana Soot. 23 at Bloomington.
Tom Fee's 5-foot-9, 170 lb. frame
isn't exactly easy to fit into South-
eastern Conference football compe-
tition, but the senior from Union-
town, Pa. has served notice he in-
tends to help the Wildcat cause in
a season which opens Sept. 23
against Indiana.
Fee spent the 1966 season as a
defensive back ard seemed destin.
ed an also - ran this season. He was
switched to tailback during prac-
tice, however, and emerged as "a
very pleasant surprise" to Coach
Charlie Bradshaw.
The UK coach said the former
All-Star player emerged as a ter-
rific inside runner and a good block-
er . . . "He gives us needed depth
at tailback."
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
S. P. MOORE It CO.
149 Broadway, South Polies
Phone 471-1114
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern A
Antigone
—Viking Kitthen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
Paris For All Elodric
Skavers
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
THE DOBBS NOSS
No Bulbs—No Beite—No Strada. Heide rupture wad Ile ma Ow
head — AbeePt No Other--Assegt the Beet Fee itedosible
RUPTURE
Washable, Sanitary — For Single Or Doable Rupture
CITY DRUG COMPANY
4118 LAKE STREET PHONES 7e, 41211
•
 v•IMMIMIN11111111
GM
NAY 1.141.641.11
Impala Sport Coupe
Distinctively new!
Fastback or formal.
Both '68
Chevrolet Impala coupes.
SOME, want the spirited, action-
packed fastbacl< look. Others prefer
the poised and classic lines of our
new Custom Coupe. The beauty
of it is, from Chevrolet and only
chey[olet, you get both. Pick the
Impala Custom Coup()
one that's right for you and,
whichever great new style you
choose, you'll also enjoy such
exciting new quality features as
(1) Chevrolet's quietest ride ever,
because of Chevrolet's extensive
use of electronic computers to help
isolate noise and vibrations.
(2) Better performance from a
bigger standard V8 with GM's new
O51,;-----------
14:1E7
Be smart! Be sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.
exhaust emission control.
(3) Proved safety features including
many new ones. (4) All kinds of
new comfort and convenience:
Hide-A-Way windshield wipers,
rich new instrument panels,
sumptuous new interiors.
Chevrolet's best ... eVef
•
l6-30137
Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
KY. 307. JUST OFF BY-PASS PHONE 472-246620010
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JULIUS La ROSA
Julius LaRosa Is The Star
On Saturday Festival Show
Out of the television image of the
smiling boy next door, Julius La
Rosa has emerged a worldly and
compelling performer who leaves
an indelible imprint on a song and
a disquieting effect on an audience.
Presenting an unexpected blend
of controlled excitement and easy
self-confidence, La Rosa is, in the
words of one writer, an "in" singer.
"Like Julie Wilson or Sy/via Sims
or Mabel Mercer or Marilyn Maye
or pre-Eternity Sinatra, La Rosa is
appreciated for his canny knack of
handling the words . . his swing-
ing approach ... his general aware-
ness of what a song is REALLY
about."
Born in Brooklyn on January 2,
1930, the story of La Rosa's chance
entry into show business reads like
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher.
Exchange Furniture Co.
WAITRESS WANTED: Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nites; 4 hours
only, 8: pm to 12: pm; must be
over 21 years old; apply Ray's
Sandwich Shop. $1.00 per hour.
TV ANTENNAS: We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
APPLES FOR SALE — Grymes
Orchard, 409 Forestdale, South
Fulton.
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals for the construc-
tion of street improvements for the
City of South Fulton, Tennessee will
be received by the Mayor and City
Commission at the Office of the
Acting City Manager, at the City
Hall, South Fulton, Tennessee until
7:00 P. M., Central Daylight Time
on October 16, 1967, and immedi-
ately thereafter will be opened and
publicly read.
The City Commission reserves
the right to reject any or all bids
and to waive any informalities or
technicalities therein.
The work to be done consists
generally of approximately 57,470
Sq. Yds. of asphaltic concrete over-
lay over existing pavement. A plat
of the proposed street improve-
ments may be seen at the Office of
the Acting City Manager at South
Fulton, Tennessee.
James Hickman,
Acting City Manager
City of South Fulton, Tennessee
a Hollywood scenario. After grad-
uation from Grover Cleveland High
School in 1947, he enlisted in the
Navy and in 1950 was transferred
to the United States Naval Band.
There, in the best Hollywood tra-
dition, a group of his Navy buddies
engineered his audition for Arthur
Godfrey, a well-known radio and
television personality.
Following the script, Godfrey
hired La Rosa when he was releas-
ed from the Navy in 1951. The sing-
er became a coast to coast favorite.
Always a prime audience-getter
.in clubs, La Rosa became interest-
ed in the theatre following his act-
ing debut on CBS' "Matinee The-
atre" in 1957. While studying drama
he appeared in "West Side Story,"
"Bells Are Ringing," "Come Blow
Your Horn," "Kiss Mama," "Ca-
rousel" and "What Makes Sammy
Run?" as well as dramatic offer-
ings on television's United States
Steel Hour and The Kraft Theatre.
His two recent albums, "Hey
Look Me Over" and "You' Gonna
Hear From Me" have brought him
fresh accolades: "round and
warm," "better nos; than ever be-
fore," "preceptive," "sensitive"
and "magnificent."
La Rosa will be the main attrac-
tion at the Saturday afternoon
show, September 31st at the Kitty
League Park during the Fifth Inter-
national Banana Festival.
FIRST STATE PARK
The first Kentucky State Park
was established at Pine Mountain
near Pineville in 1924.
It's Fiesta Time
In Gay Twin Cities
Visitors and home folks alike are finding a four-day
fiesta filled with fun, festivities, and friendship in the
Fifth International Banana Festival which officially
opened last night.
Prior to the official opening, a carnival opened at
the Kitty League Park on Monday, and runs through
Saturday, from 12 noon to midnight.
The Arts and Crafts exhibits opened their doors
Wednesday. Visitors may see displays from Latin Amer-
ica, as well as offerings from Kentucky artists and crafts-
men. These are located at the Woman's Club, library,
the Guild Train, and cabanas on Lake Street.
A display of 1967 cars may be
seen Thursday afternoon from 1-5
p. m. at the Kitty League Park. All
the local car dealers will be includ-
ed.
Thursday night the Inter-Ameri-
can Music Fiesta will get under
way at 7:30 p. m. in the tent at the
Kitty League Park. It will feature
Latin American music and dance,
as well as the category finalists
from the Talent Show. The emcee
will be Tom Butler of WPSD-TV.
From 9-12 p. m. Thursday night,
the Marimba Band will furnish the
music for an outdoor dance at the
Ferry-Morse parking lot.
Friday will be Governor's Day
and Latin American Day. It begins
at 9:30 a. m. with a coffee at the
Derby followed by a tour of ex-
hibits. Luncheon will be served at
the Park Terrace at noon.
At 2:30 p. m. the International
Relations program will be held in
the tent at the Kitty League Park.
Appearing on the program will be
Undersecretary of State Winthrop
Brown, the liaison officer between
the state department and the 50
states; Edward Marcus, president
of the National Association of the
Partners of the Alliance; Governor
Edward T. Breathitt of Kentucky;
Congressman Robert A. "Fats"
Everett, representing the 16th Dis-
trict of Tennessee, and Congress-
man Frank Albert Stubblefield.
A reception will follow at the
Country Club from 5-6 p. m.
In the evening there will be a
choice of programs. The prelimi-
naries of the Princess Pageant,
with Dick Hawley of WMCT-TV as
master of ceremonies, will be held
at the Carr Auditorium at 7:30
p. m. At the same time the Shindig
will be going full blast at the tent
in the Kitty League Park with such
stars as the Ebb-Tides and the
Varju Brothers.
Ending a full day of activities
there will be a dance at the Coun-
try Club at 9:00 p. m. with the Ma-
rimba Band furnishing the music.
Saturday the activities start
bright and early at 10:30 a. m.
with a 3-mile long parade featuring
beauties, bands, and banana pud-
ding.
A barbecue meal will be served
at the City Park beginning at 11:30
31. M.
Julius La Rosa will headline the
Saturday afternoon performance at
2:30 p. m. in the tent at Kitty-
League Park. Also on the program
will be the Memphis Sing-Out
America group.
Saturday night there will be the
crowning of a new Banana Prin-
cess at the finals of the Princess
Pageant. This will begin at 7:30
P. m. at Carr Auditorium.
Culminating the four days of
Archery Deer Season Opens In Every
County; First Time This Century
Kentucky's bow-and-arrow hunt-
ers can stalk deer statewide Oct. 1
as the two month long split archery
deer season opens in every county
for the first time since the turn of
the century.
The split season for bowmen runs
Oct. 1 through Oct. 31 and opens
again Dec. 1 and continues through
Dec. 31, said Minor Clark, com-
missioner of the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Deer hunters may kill deer only
during daylight hours. A long bow
and barbless arrows with broad-
head points at least seven-eights of
an inch wide are required. In the
Pioneer Weapons area in Bath and
Menifee counties the crossbow is
legal if it has a pull of not less
than 80 pounds.
Bow hunters must carry a deer
permit and have a valid Kentucky
hunting license, Clark pointed out.
Each hunter may kill only one deer
annually, whether with gun or bow,
he said.
Speecial archery seasons for deer
also are set at various controlled
hunting areas within Kentucky.
Persons desiring to hunt the fol-
lowing areas may contact the Fish
and Wildlife Department at Frank-
fort for information.
Land Between Lake, Oct. 23-Nov.
4; Ft. Knox, Sept. 23-Oct. 25; Ft.
Campbell, Sept. 30-Oct. 6; West
Kentucky, Oct. 15-Oct. 31; Blue-
grass Army Depot, Oct. 7, 14, 21
and 25.
WELCOME . . . . VISITORS
TO THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL!
NORMAN BENNETT, Distributor
GULF OIL PRODUCTS
PHONE 472-3181 FULTON, KY.
gaiety and goodwill will be the two
Princess Balls. The adult dance will
be held at the tent in the Kitty
League Park, and the teenagers
will have their dance at the old
Sawyer's Market building. Both
Princess Balls start at 9:00 p. m.
Amigos And Guests Take A Trip To The Lake,
A Visit To Area Farms And A Ferryboat Ride
Visiting Amigos and their chap-
erones were guests on a farm tour
Friday, September 22. Included
was a visit to three farms and a
trip to Hickman.
The students visited the Burnette-
Ifixon Willow-Wilde farm where 85
Gurnsey cows are milked daily by
an automated milking system. The
Burnettes and Hixons were selected
as the "Master Farm Family" in
1966.
At the Charles Roberts Farm, one
of the arenas leading producers of
market hogs, the group visited the
farrowing house which is equipped
with air conditioning in summer
and heat in the winter.
Also on the tour was a trip to the
Ken-Tenn Angus Farm owned by
Parnell Garrigan and son. This
farm has one of the leading Angus
beef herds in West Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The Amigos enjoyed a tour
through Hickman and into the row-
crop producing area, beginning
with a drive on top of the levee.
Also included was a ferry trip
across the Mississippi River.
Lunch was served, courtesy of
the Fulton Bank, City National
Bank, and the Citizens Bank and
Jackson Purchase PCA of Hickman.
Co-sponsors of the tour were the
Extension Service, Soil Conserva-
tion Service, Fulton County Farm
Bureau, Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service, and
Radio Station WFUL.
On Monday the Amigos and their
chaperones spent the day at Ken-
tucky Lake.
The trip included a visit to the
gift shop, the power house, and
locks. Of particular interest to the
Amigos was a boat going through
the locks.
At noon a Weiner and marshmal-
low roast was held at the picnic
area. The lunch was furnished by
the West Futlon PTA.
Mrs. Bill Fenwick, Mrs. W. P.
Burnette, Mrs. Jean Sensing, Mrs.
Shelton Owens, Mrs. Harvey Jef.
treys, Mrs. Raymond Champion,
Mrs. James Campbell, and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Gore accompanied the
group.
$21,948 Paid For
Dog Losses In State
Checks totaling $21,948 have been
sent to Kentucky farmers who filed
claims for livestock and poultry
losses last fiscal year under the
State dog law, the State Agriculture
Department announces.
Of this amount, ;104.30 went l.
producers in Fulton County who
submitted 2 claims.
Commissioner Wendell P. Butler
said each claim paid represents
about 70 per cent of the losses,
which are pro-rated according to
the money in the livestock fund.
The State's dog law is adminis-
tered by the Agriculture Depart-
ment's division of administrative
services.
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WELCOME'
FESTIVAL
VISITORS!
Our dedicated personnel have done everything
possible to make your visit to the Fifth Internation-
al Banana Festival a pleasant and memorable one.
FULTON
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Deaths
William C. Melton
William C. (Bill) Melton died sud-
denly of a heart attack Sunday
morning while attending service at
Pleasant View Missionary Baptist
Church.
Funeral services were held Wed-
nesday afternoon, September 27, in
Jackson Funeral Home chapel at
Dukedom, with Rev. Cayce Pente-
cost and Rev. Bobby Pruitt officiat-
ing. Burial was in Oak Grove Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Melton, 79, was born in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
the .L.te John and Refina Head
Survivin.1 are tw: daughters,
Mrs. James Edgar of Houston,
Texas, and Mrs. Howard Green of
New York City; one son, Jack Mel-
ton of Dixon, Texas; one step-
daughter, Mrs. Robert Browder of
Nashville, five grandchildren and
several great grandchildren.
Seldon Parker
Seldon Parker of Route 1, Duke.
dom, died at 9:15 a. m. Tuesday,
September 19, in the Fulton Hos-
pital, following an extended illness.
He was born in Weakley County,
Tenn., the son of Adolphus and Ger-
tie Holt Parker.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Mar-
tha Parker; two daughters. Mrs.
Tom Spence of Dresden and Mrs.
William Sheffield of Worms, Ger-
many; two brothers, Darrell Park-
er, Route 1 Dukedom, and William
l'arker of Sedalia. Mo.; two sisters,
Mrs. H. L. Sadler of Martin and
Mrs. Milburn Slopher of Dresden,
and four grandchildren.
Funeral service will be held in
Jackson Funeral Home in Duke-
dom, with Rev. Raymond Boston of
Dresden officiating. Burial will be
in Good Springs Cemetery. The
time and date of the funeral will
be announced later.
Mrs. W. A. Stevenson
Mrs. William Arthur Stevenson
died last Saturday. September 23,
in Annadale, Virginia.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, September 23, in Horn-
beak Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. James Best, pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Fulton,
officiating. Burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery.
Mrs. Stevenson was a former
resident of Fulton. She was a mem-
ber of the Baptist Church.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Taylor of
Manassas, Va., and Mrs. Mildred
S. Moyer of Arlington, Va.; one
son, E. H. Stevenson of Lake City,
Fla., nine grandchildren and four
great grandchildren.
Mrs. Effie Sutherland
Funeral services for Mrs. Effie
Sutherland will be held this (Thurs-
day) afternoon in Jackson Funeral
Home Chapel at Dukedom, with
Bro. Glendon W. Walker, minister
of the Central Church of Christ in
Fulton, officiating. Burial will be
in Lynnville Cemetery.
Mrs. Sutherland, 82, who for a
long time resided in Fulton, died
early Tuesday morning, September
26, in McAlister Rest Home in Ful-
ton, following a long illness.
She was born in Graves County,
Ky., the daughter of Albert and
Sarah Short McCuan.
Surviving are one son, Carlton
Sutherland of Fulton; one sister,
who lives in Oklahoma; eight grand-
children and several great grand-
children.
Mrs. Mary Doughty
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Williamson Doughty will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon at two
o'clock in Hopkins and Brown Fun-
eral Home in Clinton, with Rev.
Truman Davis officiating. Burial
will be in Oakwood Cemetery.
Mrs. Doughty died Monday, Sep-
tember 25, at the home of her sis-
ter, Mrs. Della Crawford of East
Prairie, Mo., where she was visit--
ing.
In addition to her sister, she is
survived by her husband, Marshall
Doughty, and one brother, Leonard
Wilmurth of Wingo, Route 1.
Mrs. Minnie Uel Croft
Funeral services were held Mon-
day, September 18, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel for Mrs. Min-
nie Uel Croft, with Rev. Gerald
Stow, pastor of the South Fulton
Baptist Church, officiating. Burial
was in Pinegar Cemetery.
Mrs. Croft, 94, died on September
16 in McAlister Rest Home, fol-
lowing an extended illness.
She was born in Graves County,
the daughter of the late Martha
Wiley and William Olive, and was
the widow of Samuel Matthew
Croft. She was a member of the
Knob Creek Church of Christ.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Fred Nabors and Mrs. Carl
Kindred of South Fulton; two sons,
Hassell Croft of Alton, Ill., and Wil-
liam Denny Croft of Donelson,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Oder War-
ren of Dukedom, and four grand- •
children.
Lone Foy
Lone Foy, of Route 2, Wingo, died
suddenly at the home of his daugh-
ter, Mrs. Billie Sadler, in Chicago,
at 9 p. m. Sunday, September 17:
Funeral services will be held this
(Thursday) afternoon at two o'clock
in the Missionary Baptist Church at
Lynnville, with Rev. Edgar Sadler
and Rev. Odis Shultz officiating.
Burial will be in Highland Park
Cemetery. Jackson Brothers Fun-
eral Home is in charge of arrange-
ments.
Mr. Foy, 60, was a former em-
ployee of the Mayfield Salvage
Store and had been retired three
years account of ill health.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Signa Foy of Route 2, Wingo; seven
sons, Larry Foy, Route 2, Wingo,
Eugene Foy of Memphis, Herschell
Foy of Kevil, Kenneth and Norman
Foy of Lynnville, Jerry Foy, in the
U. S. Army at Pepaluma, Calif.,
and Jimmie Dale Foy, with the Air
Force at San Antonio, Texas; five
daughters, Mrs. Bill Peal, Star
Route, Mayfield, Mrs. Elbert
Oharles, Jr., and Mrs. Billie Sad-
ler of Chicago, Mrs. Sammie Brad-
shaw of Mayfield, and Fay Foy,
Route 2, Wingo.
Friends may call at the funeral
home until the funeral hour.
Dr. Miller Dies In
Baltimore Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Miller of
Fulton were called to Gaithers-
burg, Maryland last weekend fol-
lowing the death of Mr. Miller's
father, Dr. W. C. Miller, Gaithers-
burg physician.
Dr. Miller had been a patient at
Johns Hopkins hospital for several
weeks.
Besides his son, survivors in-
clude his wife and five grandchil-
dren, Meridith, Allyson, Paige,
Susan Lynn and Scott Miller, all
of Fulton.
LORENZO PALMER BUYS
REGISTERED ANGUS COWS
Lorenzo Palmer, Fulton, Ken-
tucky, recently purchased 16 regis-
tered Aberdeen-Angus cows from
Earnest Ferguson, Obion, Tennes-
HOMECOMING QUEEN
Miss Joyce Forehand, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Forehand
and a senior at South Fulton
School, will be crowned football
queen at the game with Lake Coun-
see. ty Friday night here.
NO PARKING, PLEASE
South Fulton Acting City Manager
James Hickman is requesting that
there be no parking on Broadway
Saturday morning, September 30,
after seven o'clock, due to the Ba-
nana Festival parade.
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE I I I
CLOSED SATU.ZDAY
The South Fulton city hall, which
is usually open on Saturday Morn-
ings,- will be closed all day Satur-
day, September 30, on account of
the Banana Festival.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
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Social Security Sets
New Hours In Paducah
Beginning in September, the Pa-
ducah Social Security Office will
close at 7 p. m. on Thursdays in-
stead of 8 p. m., Charles Whitaker,
Paducah District Social Security
Manager announced today. L
The hours have been chanAd as
hardly anyone arrives after 7 p. m.
Whitaker explained, "and reducing
the hours allows us to reassign the
night interviewers to a busier day-
time period."
"More and more people are ar
ranging appointments with ou
claims representatives during th;
regular office hours," Whitake
said. "We invite others who pre
fer appointments to do likewise, b-
writing to the Social Security Dis
trict Office, 112 South 10th Street
Paducah, or calling 443-7321."
MOVED FOR LAKE
Two Kentucky towns, Eddyvill,
and Kuttawa, were moved to matt
way for Lake Barkley.
Jerry Robertson
Funeral services for Jerry Rob-
ertson were held last Sunday, Sep-
tember 24. in Hornbeak Funeral
chapel, with Rev. Gerald Stow and
Rev. Kimball Coburn officiating.
Burial was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Mr. Robertson, 26, was fatally in-
jured in a traffic accident on Pea
Ridge Road, near Water Valley on
Friday, September 22.
He was born in Fulton, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Harris, and
had lived in the community all his
life lie was a member of the South
Fulton Baptist Church and was a
mechanic and body shop owner in
Water Valley.
Surviving are his wife, the for-
mer Miss Donna Gossum; one dau-
ghter. Julie Marie; one son, (hristo-
pher Thomas; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Harris; his maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Charles Killian;
one uncle, James Singleton of Bay
City, Mich., and two brothers. Terry
and Larry Harris, of Fulton
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
September 27:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Leona Jeffress, Louis Mc-
Clanahan, Mrs. Barbara Rice, Mrs.
Grenada Reed, Mrs. Mary Roper,
Mrs. Charles Johns, Fulton; Neal
Clinard, Richard Batts, Paul Wade,
Rob Wilson, Mrs. H. P. Allen,
Karen Kirby, Dave Green, Pris-
cilla Johnson, Mrs. _Roman Bennett,
South Fulton; Larry Patrick, Miss
Marjorie Sons, Trutchfield; Mrs.
Jerry Stewart, Nat Oak; Mrs. Leon
Jones, Jr., Hayden Workman, Hick-
man.
FULTON HOSPITAL
R. A. Owens, Gene Bell, Mrs.
Lena Watts, Harry Shupe, Mrs.
Nell Bradford, Mrs. Bessie Henley,
Fulton; Mrs. Erin Peeples, Mrs.
Virginia Clark, Mrs. Alvie Morris,
Mrs. Estelle Pruiett, Mrs. Cella
Fields, Robert Taylor, Mrs. Car-
men Moss, Mrs. Archlie Hornsby,
South Fulton; Michael Hancock,
Mrs. Pearl Cooper, Route 1, Ful-
ton; James Pruett, Route 2, Fulton;
Mrs. Hattie Anderson, Route 3,
Fulton; Roy Cruce, Route 4, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Ira Lee, Clinton Route;
Mrs. Jerry Hatch and baby, Route
1, Clinton; Mrs. Charles Singleton,
Water Valley; Mack Brown, Route
1, Water Valley; Mrs. Frankie
Walker, Route 2, Water Valley; J.
C. Westmoreland, Dukedom; Bob-
by Martin, Route 3, Martin; Doug-
las Powell, Route 4, Union City.
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
I). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-7132
Almost as good as 'Tresh Perked"
It IS Fresh Perked!
The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton . . . up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
Full of "Fresh - Perked" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's "FRESH-PERKED" paper . . . live, newsy
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week b
y THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton.
Print of Backpu e 
throa
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Cattie Lou Miller Named 0-Tucks
Outstanding Kentuckian Of '67
Kentucky Public Information
Commissioner Miss Cattle Lott Mi-
er has been chosen the "Outstand-
'ng Kentuckian for 1967" by the
D'Tucks, an organization of Ken-
:uckians living in Ohio.
Miss Miller received the award
luring the O'Tucks ninth annual
Folk Festival at Hamilton, Ohio.
She was selected, said °Tucks
president Charles Logsdon, a Ham-
ilton realtor, for her efforts in im-
'roving Kentucky's image through-
Jut the nation, and in promoting
4.ourism into a leading Kentucky in-
dustry."
In announcing the award, Logs-
don, a Bera, Ky., native, said:
"Kentucky's story is being told bet-
'.er than ever before throughout
kmerica. As Kentuckians away
from home, we ()Tucks are in a
unique position to see changes in
Kentucky's image.
- "In recent years a vast change
or the better has occurred. Ameri-
cans are getting the message that
Kentucky is a progressive state
.vith good people, fine attractions,
modern improvements and good
attitudes.
"This is a source of real pride to
us, and we recognize that much of
the improvement in Kentucky's
image has been caused by the work
A. Miss Miller and the Kentucky
Department of Public Information."
Noting also that over 26 million
'ottrists visited Kentucky last year,
Logsdon said "most of them were
attracted to the state through the
aromotional efforts of the Depart-
ment of Public Information."
Miss Miller was appointed Com-
missioner of the then-new Kentucky
Department of Public Information
in 1960 by Governor Bert Combs
after she served one year as Combs'
executive assistant.
Miss Miller was reappointed as
commissioner in 1963 by Governor
Edward T. Breathitt.
A native of Horse Cave, Ky., born
April, 1923, Miss Miller graduated
from Horse Cave High School and
attended Bowling Green Business
University, the University of Lou-
:sville and the University of Ken-
'ucky.
Now 43, she began State govern-
ment work in 1947, serving as sec-
retary to Governor Earle C. Cle-
ments and his successor, Lawrence
W. Wetherby, until 1955. During
IHILTONfil4M
Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70
• Cattle Loa afilke
those years she was also secretary
to the State Board of Election Com-
missioners and the State Board of
Registration and Purgation.
In 1957 and 1958 Miss Miller was
on the staff of the Louisville
Chamber of Commerce as advertis-
ing manager and art director of its
monthly Louisville Magazine.
Miss Miller, who resides at 907
Cross Hill Drive in Frankfort, is a
director of the Kentucky Em-
ployees' Retirement System by vote
of its membership and is a member
of the Society of American Travel
Writers and the Public Relations
Society of America.
Miss Miller's department is a con-
sistent winner of top national
awards for excellence in travel pro-
motion. Among the department's
award sources for 1966 are the Na-
tional Association of Travel Or-
ganizations, the Midwest Travel
Writers Association, and the Ad-
vertising Federation of America.
In a reorganization of his office
staff in January 1967, Breathitt ap-
pointed Miss Miller to assist him
for the remainder of his adminis-
tration in administrative and cab-
inet matters. Miss Miller continues
to head the Department of Public
Information during this period.
Jenny Wiley Pool
A new Olympic-size swimming
pool to accommodate 500 persons
will be opened at Jenny Wiley State
Park near Prestonsburg next year.
In
1
St. Louis...
THE Q
HILTON INN
IS„A
HONEYMOON
HIDE AWAY'
Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres . adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a com-
plimentary brunch for two ... and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Youn
for just $24.50 a night.
1E1 CALL 314426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, Of for 14
vance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O.
Box 6127 Lambert Field Branch. St. Louis,.
FIRST MISS MID-SOUTH-Martha Jean McCool, • 19-year-
old Memphis blond, wift reign over the 1967 Mid South Fair,
Sept. 22-30. She was picked over 34 other girls from Arian.
gas, Missiuippi and Tennessee.
Vaasa
cu. tie
7evuts
WW1 JIM PRYOR
NON/we' ArwL dark reeicel Itairool
PUBLIC ENEMY-NUMBER ONE
We all realize what hunger is, for
most of us it comes at least three
times a day, and for children it
seems to be ever present.
The hunger I would like to discuss
today is somewhat different. Hid-
den hunger in plants. This type
hunger is a nutritive deficiency that
keeps crops from producing a max-
imum yield. In most cases external
abnormality cannot be seen in
plants suffering from hidden hun-
ger.
- Critical nutrition periods of most
crops comes from 4, 8, or 12 weeks
after planting.
Corn for example absorbs its
greatest amount of nutrients 2 to
3 months after planted, this is
about 1 month after it could be side
dressed practically. Plant food
must be stored in a self feeder soil
where roots or growing plants can
reach them.
We have different diagnostic
tools available to help us guard
against hidden hunger. These are:
soil tests to indicate the immediate
needs, field trials to show possi-
bilities and trends or test for nutri-
ent deficiencies, chemical tests on
plants. Interpreting all the related
facts revealed by various methods
is a challenging job indeed. Every
agriculture worker hopes to develop
accurate methods. Experience has
taught us that the most accurate
data must be interpreted and con-
verted to terms that are understood
by laymen and farm workers for it
to be useful.
Crops vary in their ability to grow
at different pH level. Crops also
vary in their total requirements for
different elements. Varieties of
specific crops differ in their total
requirements and their ability to
get adequate nutrients from the
same root environment.
SAVE TIMEAVE GASHOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO
STOP AND SHOP
AT
FIVE 01- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY FULTON, KY.
YES,
I NOSED!
Size, rate of growth, and es-
pecially numbers of plants per acre
may determine whether a certain
rate of nitrogen released from the
soil may be adequate or deficient.
Rate of nitrogen released from dif-
ferent soils vary according to wea-
ther.
Chemical availability of potas-
sium may be reduced by poor aera-
tion. Anything that restricts root
growth will reduce its positional
availability because potassium ab-
sorption depends largely on actual
contact of root hairs with soil par-
ticles.
These variables make exact re-
quirements for any one year or any
one soil vary difficult to predict.
Sound judgment is important in
interpreting soil data.
Professor Truog of Wisconsin, a
pioneer in soil testing said, "when
you go fishing, you may not catch
all the fish within the range of your
tackle, for various reasons." The
same reasoning applies to field
crops. Plants will not get within a
short growing season, all the nutri-
ents that might be chemically avail-
able from a soil. This is why it is
so important for agricultural work-
ers and farmers to use every tool
possible and all knowledge in de-
termining plant food for the coming
crop year.
FOUR LANGUAGES
The Department of Slavic and
Oriental Languages and Literatures
at the University of Kentucky of-
fers courses in four languages:
Arabic, Russian, Hebrew and Jap-
anese.
ORGANIZED 1878
The Department of Botany, Hor-
ticulture, and Agriculture at the
University of Kentucky was organ-
ized in 1878 and existed as such un-
til 1908 when it became the College
of Agriculture.
Subscribe To The News
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
VIETNAM-Marine Sergeant Wil-
liam P. Sheehan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Sheehan of Route 4,
Fulton, Ky., is at the Marine Corps
Air Facility in Ky Ha, Vietnam
serving with Marine Observation
Squadron Six, a unit of the First
Marine Aircraft Wing.
His squadron conducts visual
aerial reconnaissance and obser-
vation to gain information for com-
bat operations.
The First Marine Aircraft Wing
helps form the air element of the
Marine Corps air-ground team and
provides close air support for Ma-
rines on the ground conducting
search and destroy missions against
the enemy in South Vietnam.
The unit is also engaged in a civic
action program designed to assist
the Vietnamese people in complet-
ing self-help projects, such as the
building of wells, culverts, small
bridges and schools. Equipment and
materials for the projects are made
available through the Marine Corps
Reserve Civic Action Fund. Marines
in Vietnam provide the know-how
and guide the Vietnamese people
in carrying out these projects.
U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY,
Colo.-Cadet George M. McKelvy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. George F. Mc-
Kelvy of 100 Union, Hickman, Ky.,
is one of more than 900 cadets who
have started their sophomore year
at the U. S. Air Force Academy.
During the past summer, Cadet
McKelvy and other members of the
class of 1970 completed an intensive
six-week training program at the
academy and armed forces installa-
'ions across the c-untry
In the surfIff1er progr-e Se el-
dets were trained in survival tech-
niques and base defense tactics in
the rugged Rampart Range area
near the academy.
This was followed by a combat
course in infantry wtaaons at near-
by Ft. Carson, Colo.
The final three weeks of summer
training was conducted at several
bases where the cadets got a first
hand look at operational Air Force
units and aircraft.
The cadet will be commissioned
a second lieutenant and awarded a
B. S. degree upon his graduation
from the academy.
Cadet McKelvy is a 1966 gradu-
ate of Dyer (Tenn.) Iligh School
where he lettered in track and bas-
ketball.
LONG GIAO, VIETNAM-Army
Specialist Four Mitchell L. Kemp,
20, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Kemp, Route 1, Hickman, Ky., was
assigned to the 11th Armored Cav-
alry Regiment in Vietnam in Sept.
A forward observer in Troop C
of the regiment's 1st Squadron lo-
cated near Long Giao, Spec. Kemp
entered on active duty in August
1966 and completed basic training
at Ft. Campbell, Ky.
Kemp is a 1965 graduate of Ful-
ton County High School.
57 YEARS AGO
The College of Law at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky was established
Sept. 1, 1908, and the first class
was graduated in 1910.
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Year-'round School Is
Proposed In Kentucky
School on a year-round basis is
proposed by the Keitucky Chamber
of Commerce.
Specific recommendations for leg-
islative action to set up such a four-
quarter system of education will be
proposed in a few weeks to the Ken-
tucky Department of Education,
John M. Lewis, Executive Vice
President of the Kentucky Cham-
ber, announced today.
A model or typical program that
may be applied is now being formu-
lated by the Kentucky Chamber's
Education Committee, following re-
cent action by the organization's
Board of Directors.
The recommendation that the
State Chamber should initiate defi-
nite action leading to the establish-
ment of a year-round system grew
from analysis of problems and
needs of education in Kentucky.
The Chamber's Education Commit-
tee, which made the study, is com-
prised of businessmen from
throughout the state under the
chairmanship of James 0. Mat-
thews, President of Modern Weld-
ing Company at Owensboro. Mat-
thews is also a member of the
Owensboro Board of Education,
completing his 4th term.
We expect, of course, that there
will be some opposition to the
school year being lengthened from
the traditional nine-month period to
the four-quarter system," said
Lewis. "However, in view of the
needs and demands of education to-
day, there must be immediate ac-
tion, especially in those communi-
ties where enrollments are rising
rapidly and where classroom short-
ages are generating such serious
problems."
The Chamber Executive Vice
President points out that there are
many advantages to the year-round
system, especially from the stand-
point of solid business practice in
keeping expensive facilities and
equipment operating all year rather
than permitting them to remain
idle for almost 25 per cent of the
year as usually is the case in a
nine-month school year.
Other advantages to the proposed
system cited by the Chamber
spokesman include year-around
employment for teachers; a greater
number of jobs available for teen-
agers due to reduced flooding of
labor markets at specific times of
the year; increased holding power
in preventing dropouts; reduced
juvenile delinquency by the keeping
of children busy a greater portion
of the time.
"Of course, year-round schooling
is not a cure-all," said Lewis,
"some problems must be solved in
the over-all program, but we be-
lieve that improved education at
fairly substantial savings would
result."
Lewis points out that the system
could be the answer to providing
increased salaries for teachers
since it would put them on a sched-
ule of activity similar to that of
other business and industry
throughout the nation.
To continue crash programs each
year in some areas of the state is
not a realistic approach to Ken-
tucky's education problems, said
Lewis. He indicated that the prob-
lems in Kentucky today are indeed
minor to those that will arise in the
next decade if the school popula-
tion continues to rise rapidly as it is
doing in almost all areas.
The Kentucky Chamber Educa-
tion Committee has acted under the
assumption that "just because it
has always been done the other way
is not sufficient reason to continue
the method when it becomes im-
practical."
A four-quarter system would per-
mit rotating vacations, according to
the Chamber. The plan should per-
mit all the children in one family,
and probably in one immediate
neighborhood, to have the same
schedule.
A prevalent problem presented to
business and industry each year,
said Lewis is that most vacations
are jammed into one vacation pe-
riod of 90 days. The four-quarter
plan would permit vacations to be
taken at various other times.
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By Mrs. Charles Lowe
We are sorry to report that Mrs.
•.• ,v Roper is quite ill in Ilillview
She suffered a stroke
,(irday. We sincerely hope she re-
sirs and can soon come home.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland, of
NI tyfield, visited Mrs. Jack Lowe
Thursday. They visited their
tints' graves near Kenton, also
'heir aunt, Mrs. Emma Miller, who
91 years old and still very active.
Mr. and Mrs. Clete Hogg, of
Memphis, visited Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Iein Sunday afternoon. Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Smithson, of Sparta,
spent the week end and Mrs.
timithson remained for a week's
Mr. and Mrs. Carmach Anderson
and little grandson, of Dresden,
'pent a short time with Mrs. C. E.
I owe.
Several of our small fry have
,en on the sick list, with intestinal
i. and had to be out of school a
days.
THE PARSON SPEAKS—
(Continu•d on Page Two)
or her own destiny.
Every man who turns away from
God is lost. I recall, about my third
trip to Memphis I got lost. For
more than an hour I drove around
in circles. Finally I came to a wide
busy street, but the next thing I
knew I was lost in the heavy traf-
fic. In utter despair I stopped to in-
quire seeking to come to my desti-
nation, as I was about to ask a
policeman I saw a sign which di-
rected me right to the spot. If we
keep moving in the main stream
and usually the path of least resist-
ance we become totally lost.
Man becomes lost in his own sins.
having lost his direction, man
takes the broad way of life, the way
or the multitude, the well beaten
trail, where the neon lights flicker,
the way to fortune and fame, pleas-
ure and power. The way that de-
ceives man to believe that he can
find peace and security in the
things that he can keep and store
up in banks. The way that robs a
man of his integrity and hardens
his heart like case-hardened steel
against God. "There are ways that
seemeth right to man, but the ways
thereof are always death." There
comes a day when man wakes up
and finds himself ragged, dirty,
hungry, forsaken, lonely and still
lost. Life becomes a living Hell and
he faces an eternal Hell in the here-
after. This is the hog pen of life. In
his despair he yearns for help and
lie cries out. "What a fool I have
been." At this moment God hears
and responds to his troubled heart.
GOD RESPONDS BY BRINGING
CONVICTION. "He came to him.
self" he realized his condition and
remembered what his Father had
to offer. He looked around and said,
"I could fill myself with these
husks." But God whispers in his
ear and says, "this husk will not
satisfy the burning yearning you
have in your heart, you need man-
na from your father's table." Now is
when the son takes the first great
step. "I know what I will do." And
God giving him a sense of direction,
he sprang to his feet and he saw a
road sign. It was made of wood in
the shape of a cross. He said to
himself, I have passed this way
many times and have never seen
that sign before, as he approached
he read, written in blood, "God so
loved the world that he gave his
only begotten Son." Suddenly he
heard choirs of angels singing and
mingled with their voices were the
voices of the choir back in his home
church, the church he attended as
a lad. The words of the song rang
out, "'THE WAY OF THE CROSS
LEADS HOME." And he determin-
ed right then and there he would
go home to his father. Listening to
his confession God responded.
A great rejoicing began, the
father pulled him close to his heart
and kissed him. As we watch we
see the father and son disappear in
the setting sun, walking hand in
hand down life's pathway together.
The plight of sinful man is brok-
en dreams, spiritual poverty, hell
on earth, and hell hereafter. God
responding gives his Son Jesus
Christ to save us from our sins and
give us a home with God Forever.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
Cayc• Homemakers To Moot
The Cayce Homemakers Club will
meet today (Thursday) at 1:30 p.
m. with Mrs. 011ie Harris. All
members urged to attend.
011-1FIV
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—Of Other News
A lot of work mixed with a little
play made the 32nd annual South-
ern Governors' Conference in Ashe-
ville, N. C., recently both meaning-
ful and enjoyable.
It was my pleasure to preside as
chairman. Fourteen of the 17 gov-
ernors were present.
Alabama Gov. Lurleen Wallace
couldn't attend because of illness.
Texas Gov. John Connally's wife
also was ill and he could not attend.
Florida Gov. Claude Kirk was vaca-
tioning in Germany with his recent
bride.
It was a significant conference
because the governors spent their
time discussing problems which
they can solve and thus benefit the
people instead of dealing in politics
and political maneuvering.
In my almost-four years as gov-
ernor, I have been to conferences
where concern centered almost
completely on Presidential elec-
tions, the war in Viet Nam, or some
other subject beyond the sphere of a
state.
Both the 1968 election and the
war, of course, are of great concern
to the American people but, I felt
that we as governors with purpose
should spend most of our time on
problems and opportunities within
our states.
That is why I feel that time at
our mid-September meeting was
profitably spent. We talked about
education, highway safety, indus-
trial development, about tourism,
law enforcement and many other
subjects confronting governors.
From these exchanges. I think a
governor can pick up many ideas
on how to improve various pro-
grams in his own state, and I feel
sure that all of us did.
In my_ address to the governors
as their chairman, I told them I
believed the most important single
necessity for state leadership in this
age is a determination that the
states shall meet their responsibili-
ties.
Failure to meet this test is simply
an open invitation-for federal pre-
emption in every field of govern-
ment activity and a type of federal
intervention which will fall victim
to the disease of over-centralization.
—Edward T. Breathitt
Governor of Kentucky
• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0, F. Taylor
It has been quite nippy the last
few days and really feels like fall
is here.
Mrs. Mae Ladd of Clinton and her
daughter from Paducah were
guests of her aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. B. H. Lowry, recently.
Mrs. Martin Givens, of near
Water Valley, was the guest of Mrs.
Cassie Taylor Tuesday afternoon.
Euwin Rowland is home team
Hillview Hospital and is feeling
much better.
Several from the Pilot Oak com-
munity attended the funeral of the
mother of Bro. Kenneth Yarbrough,
Monday in the Arlington Baptist
Church. We extend our sympathy to
Bro. Yarbrough and his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon were
Friday guests of the Burnet
Lowry's.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett is slowly im-
proving at the home of her son and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puck-
ett, of Lone Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Euwin Rowland,
Mrs. Charles Dublin, Pam, Charles
Richard and Larry, and Mrs. 0. F.
Taylor, of Pilot Oak, visited Mrs.
L. A. Rowland in a Murray hos-
pital Wednesday.
Mrs. Ira Raines spent a couple
of days last week in Dukedom, the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Dal Gil-
liam, and husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens and
Eu-win Rowland were Friday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Barley of
Mayfield. Other visitors were Mr.
and Mrs. Warner Vaughan of De-
troit.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Yates, of
Water Valley, and Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Floyd were Friday night
guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
Lowry.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
' Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
PhoneFulton J. B. MANESS & SONS 2354293
Phone 472.18s1 GreennekL Team
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
UNION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church was organized
in November, 1842, by C. J. Bradley. This was before the forma-
tion of Fulton County. At the time Union was organized this terri-
tory belonged to Hickman County.
The first church building was built at the cost of about $3,000.
It was a two story building and the upstairs was utilized by the
Masons and Good Templars. The building stood in almost the same
spot which the present building occupies. The church ministered to
both whites and slaves.
Previous to the organization of the Union Cumberland Pres-
byterian Church two other churches had been built. These churches
were called "Union" because all denominations worshiped there.
This name has been retained by the church.
The present church sanctuary was built in 1892 and dedicated
in 1893 at a cost of $1,100. The church pews were purchased in 1911
at a cost of 8546.
During the church's history some five hundred seventy-five
names have been placed on the church roll. The membership now
stands at ninty-seven active and twelve inactive members.
An educational annex of seven rooms and a basement were
completed in 1955. In April of 1965, three more Sunday School class-
rooms and restrooms were added,
The denomination of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, of
which Union is a part, was organized in 1810 in Dickson County,
—Pictures by Gardner's
Tennessee. It was an outgrowth of -the Great Revival of 1800. Three
ministers of the Presbyterian Church who rejected the doctrine of
election and reprobation were the founders. The basic doctrines of
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church include the belief that Christ
died for all men, and that every man has the choice to accept or
reject Christ as Savior, and water baptism which symbolizes the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit on one's life.
Union is a church with a long and rich heritage. It is a friend-
ly church dedicated to serving God by serving man. It now is in
the process of supplying recreational equipment for the youth of
the community. This is seen as one of the church's avenues of ser-
vice.
The present pastor of the church is James C. Moreland, who,
with his wife, three sons and one daughter, came to the church
in August of this year. Mr. Moreland was recently elected Modera-
tor of the Kentucky Synod.
A schedule of services follows. The public is invited to Worship
Almighty God with us at any time.
SUNDAY MORNING
10:00 A. M. - Sunday School for all ages
11:00 A. M. - Worship
SUNDAY EVENING
6:15 P. M. - Youth and Children's Group Meetings
7:00 P. M. -Worship
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Dat More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 4V2-3131
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1383
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fu/ton, Ky. Phone 477-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest end most modern
Nursing hems. For reservation caN 472-3366
or write 301 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 336-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Revell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472.2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 2.50
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479.2121
A Dazzling Array Of Arts And Crafts Are On Display For Viewers
The Fulton Woman's Club is spon-
soring the Arts and Crafts exhibits
at the Fifth International Banana
Festival. A magnificent exhibit of
42 paintings done by foremost ar-
tists of Ecuador is now on display
at the library. The OCEPA collec-
tion of Ecuadorian handcrafts is on
display at the -Woman's Club. A
collection of art works of Peggy
Scott Hussey, formerly of Fulton,
is also being presented at the Wo-
man's Club. The Guild Train is now
located on an Illinois Central side
track on Lake Street between Main
and Walnut Streets. Two cabanas,
located on Lake Street, now display
Kentucky handicrafts furnished by
the Kentucky Department of Com-
merce. Arts and Crafts exhibits
will open at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday,
September 27 and remain open from
noon until 7 p. m. Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday, September 28,
29, 30.
At the library the exhibit from
Ecuador is featuring a fine collec-
tion of paintings by Ecuadorian
artists, gathered by Mrs. Florence
Ballesteros of Quito, who is the In-
ternational Coordinator for the Ba-
nana Festival and accompanies the
Amigos, the students guests from
Latin America. Dr. Leonardo Te-
jada was chairman of the commit-
tee to select these works of art. Dr.
Tejada says in his presentation of
this exhibit that "Ecuadorian ar-
tists are sending messages of spirit-
ual understanding that can be in-
terpreted as a link between our
peoples with a common historical
destiny of peace, culture and pro-
gress." The exhibit is sponsored by
the Ecuadorian Partners of the Al-
liance and following the display at
the International Banana Festival
will be circulated through Kentuck
and Idaho, the two sisters states f
Ecuador. Oswaldo GuayasamM,
Ecuadorian artist of worldwide re-
nown, has painted a view of Quito
especially for the Banana Festival
and it will be on display together
with another of his paintings.
Accompanying this Ecuadorian
exhibit is shown a display of deco-
rative and significant masks, de-
signed and made of papier mache
by Nib o Yepez, artist from Ecuador.
They will be displayed on brightly
colored handwoven pure wool ma-
terial typical of that used in Indian
costumes. Large votive candles,
decorated with grapes and lillies,
used in religious processions in
Ecuador will be on display.
The OCEPA collection of Ecua-
dorian crafts is now displayed at
the Woman's Club. Exhibited are
be hats, straw dolls and fruit, wood
carvings, ceramics and other hand-
crafts. OCEPA is the governmental
agency, sponsored by the American
agency USAID and the Ecuadorian
government for fomenting the mak-
ing and Marketing of handcraft ar-
ticles in Ecuador. A collection of
balsa dolls, depicting the nativity
scene, designed and made in Os-
vvaldo Guayasamin's studio are
modeled on the famous Bread Dolls
which have a religious significance
and are used on All Souls Day and
All Saints Day.
An art show featuring the work
of area aftists will be at the Wo-
man's Club. In the adult division,
$240 in cash prizes will be awarded
to winners in professional and ama-
teur divisions. Mediums of the
works will be in oil and acrylics,
water color and pastel. In the youth
division for high school and grade
school students, ribbons and cash
prizes will be awarded to the win-
ners. James MoCormick, head of
the Art Department at Georgetown
College, will judge the .adult divi-
sion. Mrs. Ray Lancaster, are teach-
er from Martin, Tenn., will judge
the youth division.
Peggy Scott Hussey, daughter of
Mrs. Ruth Scott of Fulton, is an ac-
complished artist now living in
Tulsa, Oklahoma. Her work is done
with acrylic paint on plastic and
will be displayed at the _Woman's
Club.
The Guild Train is sponsored by
the Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen in cooperation with the
state and the L&N Railroad. The
first all-Kentucky show of the Guild
Train will contain pottery, stone-
ware, paintings, handwoven bas-
kets and other arts and crafts, In-
cluded will be exhibits from area
people such as Jubie Henderson of
Fulton, Bob Evans of Paducah,
Edith Heise, Jean Denton from
Mayfield, Emily Wolfson of Mur-
ray, and Trudy Thompson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson of
Fulton. Visitors can see a demon-
stration of the use of the potter's
wheel, as well as other exhibitions
of craftsmen at their work. Jerry
Workman is the new director.
Two cabanas under the auspices
of the Commerce Department are
showing arts and crafts of Kentucky
including wood carvings, dried ap-
ple dolls, wrought iron, handhooked
rugs, weaving and others. A dis-
play from Atoka Forge near Dan-
ville will show candelabra, sconces,
chandeliers-things made of iron.
Susan Brown and Dorothy Leah will
have charge of the cabanas.
Giant Parade Saturday Is Expected To
Draw 40,000 To See Bands, Floats, Color
Colorful cabana and concessions line the east side
of Lake Street, helping to create a festive atmosphere
for the Fifth International Banana Festival.
An arts and crafts exhibit, fea-
turing the work of Kentuckians, is
shown at the Department of Com-
merce cabana. Live demonstrations
of fabric weaving are being present-
ed by Jean Denton of Mayfield and
by Trudy Thompson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson of
Fulton.
The Department of Commerce's
cabana displays a scale model of
the state's new parkway system.
Information regarding the Motor
Vehicle Inspection Law, which be-
comes effective January 1, is avail-
able at the Department of Public
Safety cabana.
The Department of Parks fea-
tures a visual presentation of the
Kentucky parks system and their
attractions.
A presentation by the Standard
Fruit & Steamship Company de-
picts the banana industry from ba-
nana blossom to the consumer's
home. It includes the growing,
harvesting, shipping, and the pro-
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 MaLn Phone 472-3643
Nig
cessing in the United States.
The ICRR cabana has photo-
graphs of trains, safety literature
in connection with the railroad, ba-
nana recipes, and other forms of
free literature.•
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture also has a Cabana.
WO Plans Grain
Meeting October 2
There will be a special Area
Grain meeting at Rutherford, Tenn.,
high school gymnasium Monday
night, October 2, at eight o'clock.
All grain producers, both mem-
bers and non-members, in West
Tennessee and West Kentucky are
urged to attend.
Richard L. Sontken, of Mont-
pelier, Ohio, will be the speaker.
Mr. Suntken is area supervisor for
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
The purpose of the meeting is
more profit through the nation-
wide National Farmers Organiza-
tion Grain Bank,
FREE DIABETES TEST
Free blood tests for diabetes will
be given Friday from 10: a. m. to
7: p. m. at a special tent on Lake
Street adjacent to the bandstand.
MURDER TRIAL CONTINUED
Mrs. Stokes Attends
KFWC Meet At Lake
The Fall Board Meeting and Con-
ference of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs met at Ken-Bar
Inn, Gilbertsville, Ky., September
24-25-26.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, president, was
in charge of the meeting. Welcome
was given by Mrs. Malcolm Cross,
First District governor.
Mrs. Wm. B. Stokes and Mrs.
R. B. Morgan, from the Fulton Wo-
man's Club, attended the Monday
session. Dr. James Turpin of San
Diego, Calif., was the principal
speaker of the afternoon. Dr. Tur-
pen is president of Project Concern,
a humanitarian organization which
operates hospitals in Hong Kong
and South Vietnam. He delivered
an inspiring address to the three
hundred fifty-nine delegates, plus
some guests.
DDD TO UNION CITY
Direct distance dialing was in-
augurated in Union City last week-
end.
ANSWERS TO rUZZLE
(Continued on Page Six)
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The murder trial of Melvin Har-
rison, Chicago, charged with the 
fatal shooting of Jack Hogg on
March 18, has been continued to SUNSET DRIVE-IN
the next term of the Fulton Circuit
Court.
Distilled higher fo mellownes
Dee -char-barre for smoothness.
The only Mellow Ma ho- Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.
The anatomy of
Kentuc 's $4.5-3i55
No.lBo on.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
between Martin and Union City
• Thurs., Fri., Sat. Sept. 28, 29, 30
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Blow Up
And
Sandra Dee, George Hamilton
Doctor, You've Got To Be
Kidding
Sunday, Monday, Oct. 1, 2
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
ADULTS ONLY
Jane Fonda
Circle Of Love
AND
George Nader, Shirley Eaton
Million Eyes Of Su-Muru
- CLOSED -
Tuesday Wednesday
Winners Announced In Festival Art
Show Displayed At Woman's Club
Winners have been announced in
the Fifth International Banana Fes-
tival Area Art Show held at the
Fulton Woman's Club. In the Ama-
teur Division - Oil and Acrylics -
1st, $20, Margaret Allen, Fulton;
2nd, $10, Pat Morgan, Hazel; 3rd,
$5, Elizabeth Carden Paducah; 4th,
Ribbon, Mrs. Tillman Adams, Ful-
ton.
Water Color - 1st, $20, Catherine
Atkins, Fulton; 2nd, $10, Mrs. F. M.
Boyd (mother of Mrs. Win Whit-
nel), Fort Myers, Fla; 3rd, $5, Mrs.
Fred Drake, Trenton, Tenn.; 4th,
Ribbon, Mrs. F. M. Boyd Fort
Myers, Fla.
Pastel - 1st, $20, Alva Adams,
Fulton; 2nd, $10, Vivian William-
son, Fulton; 3rd, $5, Mrs. Roy
Coeke, Fulton; 4th Ribbon, Charles
Robert Dixon (son of Eldred Dix-
on), Fulton.
Professional Division - Oil and
Acrylics - 1st, $25, Bob Evans, Pa-
ducah; 2nd, $10, Jerry Watson, Pa-
ducah; 3rd, $5, Linda Powell, Ful-
ton; 4th, Ribbon, Jubie Henderson,
Fulton.
Water Color - 1st, $25, Jerry Wat-
son, Paducah; 2nd, $10, Linda Pow-
ell, Fulton; 3rd, $5, Bob Evans,
Paducah.
Pastel - 1st, $25, Mary Boyd,
Fulton; 2nd, $10, Aaltge VanDen-
burg, Martin, Tenn.
The judge was James McCor-
mack, head of the Art Dept. at
Georgetown College. Mr. McCor-
mack reecived his B. A. Degree
from Georgetown College in 1958
and his M. A. Degree from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky in 1960. His
hometown is Chillicothe, Ohio. The
Judge was furnished by the Ken-
tucky Arts Commission.
In the Youth Division - High
School - 1st, $5, Charles Woodruff,
Fulton; 2nd, $3, Billie Dianne Lynn,
Fulton; 3rd, $2, Tina Jolley, Ful-
ton: 4th, Billie Dianne Lynn, Ful-
ton. Grade School - 1st, $5, Zona
Boaz, Bowling Green, Ky.; 2nd, $3,
Cathy Sensing, Fulton,
Mrs. James Green is Chairman of
the Arts and Crafts Exhibits and
the Fulton Woman's Club is the
sponsoring organization.
Visit The Colorful Cabanas;
Each Has A Story To Tell!
The Latin American theme and Kentucky's 175th
anniversary will share the spotlight at the Banana Festi-
val Parade Saturday morning, September 30.
The 1966 Banana Princess, Miss Kent Achy, Miss
Tennessee, the North Carolina Blueterry Quetn, the
Kentucky Dairy Princess, honored guest at the Festival,
will add beauty and glamor to the three-mile long pa-
rade.
Banana Princess contestants AI Ode or( fIgats and
in convertibles adding to the feminine pulchritude that
abounds in Fulton at Festival time.
Band and marching units from all
will vie for trophies and cash prizes.
Twenty-three bands from Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, and Missouri will
participate. Of these bands, 21 are
from high schools, one is from Ft.
Campbell, and one from the Naval
Base at Millington.
Also participating will be eight
drill unit., one coming from as far
away as East Gary, Indiana.
Seventeen floats will compete for
prizes in the professional division
and five in the non-professional di-
vision-
Besides these, there are antique
cars, possibly a shrimp boat from
Mississippi and many other inter-
esting entries.
STRIKE LAYOFFS HURT
The Ford seat-frame line at the
Lear-Siegler plant in Union City
has shut down during the current
nationwide strike against the Ford
Motor Company, idling 250 workers
who normally earn $20,000 to $25,000
weekly. Ford has cancelled all
shipments from the Union City
plant pending settlement of the
strike.
i ca.f.:1 e X
Protected by the only Inca
flex balance wheel guaran-
teed for life against shock.
A waterproof*, jeweled lever
quality watch for men who
want good looks and de-
pendability.
e
Ordinary balance wheel
-rigid spokes relay
shocks straight to vital
balance mechanism.
im Wertneaflintbalancewheel 5-14-E-S With shock...guaranteed for lifeagainst damage.
ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE
over the area
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HENRY WARD-
(Continuod From Page One)
vice to the people," the Democratic
nominee stressed.
"I conducted myself, while com-
missioner of both the Highway and
Conservation Departments, in a
manner befitting the highest stan-
dards of conduct," he said,
Ward recalled that Kentucky
holds national prominence in both
road developument and parks, and
said when he is elected Governor,
"We will establish impressive re-
cords in other fields, especially in
education. industrial development
and health."
He called his relationship with
Fulton Countians one of "longstand-
ing warmth," saying it had been
easy to work with the people of this
area and such would be the case
the next four years.
"I know that the Highway De-
partment has great things in store
in rural secondary road improve-
ments for Fulton County," Ward
said.
Included are projects to surface
the Jordan Champion, Picture
Show and Jefferies Road, and to
rebuild a mile section of the Alex-
ander Road.
Repeating a pledge he made dur-
ing his highly successful primary
campaign, Ward said that as Gov-
ernor he would blacktop 10,000
miles of rural roads throughout the
Commonwealth. He also pledged
himself against new or increased
taxes.
HELLO WORLD!
Specialist 4 Ray Carver, Jr., and
wife, who are located in Germany
with the United States Army, are
the parents of a baby boy. born
'Saturday, September 26, weighing
six pounds and thirteen ounces.
Specialist Carver is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Carver. Sr.. of South
Fulton and Mrs. Carver is the for-
mer Mildred Cole, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Cole of nem Paris,
Tenn., formerly of Fulton.:
NEW WELLS AT HICKMAN
Work is underway this week on
construction of new water wells for
the City of Hickman which will be
able to produce two and a quarter
million gallons of water daily,
triple present production.
Two Local Artists
In State Exhibit
Governor Edward Breathitt will
open the Kentucky Artists exhibit,
in the State Capitol Building in
Frankfort, Monday, October 2. All
artists whose work is represented
have been invited to the opening
and reception.
Two Fulton artists, Mary Boyd
and Jubie Henderson are represent-
ed in this collection of 63 Kentucky
paintings by Kentucky artists.
Chestnut Glade Club
Displays Craftsmanship
Detailed instructions were given
by Mrs. Helen Wylie on the modern
laundry and cleaning care for the
many modern fabrics used in every
household when the Chestnut Glade
Club met in the home of Mrs. Jim-
mie Westbrook and Mrs: Paul
Reams for the regular September
meeting.
A report was given by the con-
sumer education leader, Mrs. Myr-
tle Temple on "convenience foods".
The health leader, Mrs. Lola Mor-
risen, gave several health remind-
ers.
The devotional was given by Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan.
Each member answered the roll
call by naming some improvements
she had made in her home.
Plans were made ftir arranging
a window at the National Store in
Fulton for the week of the Banana
Festival, showing ceramic articles
that have been made by members
of the club.
The recreation was directed by
Mrs. Lola Morrison and was won
by Mrs. Tommy Joe Reams. Mrs.
Jim Burke chose the number for
the winning door prize.
Mrs. Rob Fowlkes, Mrs. Tommy
Joe Reams and Miss Caveta Reams
were welcomed visitors.
Delicious refreshments were ser-
ved by the hostesses at the close of
the meeting.
•
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FRIGIDAIRE FROST-PROOF
MAKES AND STORES
ITS OWN ICE...automatically!
FPD-15TAL, 14.6 Cu. ft. (NEMA standard)
BUILT- IN
AUTOMATIC
ICE MAKER
(WOO
Automatically fills,
freezes, releases -
stores up to 135
cubes in a handy
door server! Con-
nects easily to
water supply.
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*126-1b. size top freezer-big enough for big fami-
lies! Juice Can rack, too.
*100% Frost-Proof-no frost, no detrosting ever!
*Twin vegetable Hydrators, sliding shelf plus deep
door shelf for tall bottles, Y2 gal. cartons.
$3. wk
Come to where all the Frigidaire happenings are...
MARK Of EXCELLOICI
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
301 WALNUT DIAL 472-3791
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Robert James Foose
The Paducah Art Guild is pre
senting an exhibition of paint-
ings, watercolors, drawings and
prints by Robert James Foose
during the month of September.
60 RAMBLER American,
straight shift
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
car
63 CHEVROLET Belair, 4-door,
autom•tic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
62 FORD 3-4 ton pickup truck;
local, clean
62 FORD Galaxie 4-door, •xtra
clean; power steering
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
58 PLYMOUTH station wagon
60 BUICK 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door sedan
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
SO DODGE Vs ton with flat bed,
local truck; good old truck
20-25 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3342
North bypass; Ky. side
Foose was born in York, Pa.,
the Amish region, and many of
his works reflect the theme 01
early German-American folk
art His paintings are in numer-
ous public and private collec-
tions In this country and abroad.
He has had eight one-man ex-
hibitions and was chosen in 1966
to represent Kentucky in paint-
ing by the Kentucky Guild of
Artists and Craftsmen for the
Guild Art Train.
His most recent award was
first place for a watercolor
painting at the 1967 Kentucky
State Fair.
Foam is the art editor of the
University of Kentucky Press In
Lexington. His private enter-
prise, The Buttonwood Press, is
used for printing such works as
limited editions and portfolios.
• 
ELECTRIC CAN
*. OPENER •
OUR NEW '68 MODELS ARE
BEGINNING TO BRING IN
SOME NICE 1- OWNER
USED CARS
Come See
TAYLOR CHEVROLET -BUICK
Ky. 307, Just Off By-Pass
WFUL I
RA 1111 10
ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU
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GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY SAFETY EXPERTS
COOPERATE ON NEW STANDARDS FOR HOME SAFETY
The National Safety Coun-
cil and the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and
Welfare—in cooperation with
a leading glass manufacturer
— have developed a "model
code" to promote household
safety in the use of glass.
The new recommendations
state that building codes
should make installation of
safety glass mandatory in
sliding glass doors and other
large glass areas in private
homes and commercial struc-
tures that are subject to hu-
man impact
Phil Dykstra, manager of
the National Safety Council's
home department, noted that
the new standard, which was
sponsored by the council and
approved by the United
States of America Standards
Institute, specifies the test
methods and performance cri-
teria to be met by safety glaz-
ing materials. •
Three forms of glass qual-
ify for the "safety" label.
These are laminated, wired
and tempered glass.
Commonly used in auto-
motive windshields, lamin-
ated safety glass consists of
two pieces of ordinary glass
with a core of plastic. The
plastic interior sheet holds
the broken pieces together
and greatly reduces its im-
Rock salt? No—it's glass, oddly enough!
paling potential.
Wired glass, commonly
seen in fire doors, is ordinary
glass in which imbeaded wire
serves the same holding func-
tion as does the plastic in
laminated glass under normal
usage.
Tempered glass is four to
five times as strong as ordin-
ary glass of the same thick-
ness, according to PPG In-
dustries (Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Company), makers of
Do You Have Any Unused Clothing?
Clothes Bank Would Like To Have It
Between November 23, 1966, and
September 9, 1967, 1217 people made
use of the services offered by our
Fulton-Obion Counties Clothes
Bank. During that time 960 children
and 357 adults received 11,496 ar-
ticles of clothing.
During the same period of time
the -local Clothes Bank assisted in
the stocking of the new Hickman
Clothes Bank, sending them nearly
1.50 articles of clothing
This much-needed and extremely
helpful service provides for the
less fortunate citizens of the area.
And you can have an important
part in the fine service by giving
your family's outgrown or discard-
ed clothing to the Clothes Bank for
distribution! Now at the change of
seasons is a good opportunity to let
someone else wear that outfit you
did not wear all last year.
The need at this time is especially
great for babies, and pre-school
children's clothing. The Clothes
Bank is in the Sams' Building at
429 East State Line,
Now Mod's Outmoded
NOVEL PRINT — All-cotton
durable press in a novel "foot
print" shirt assures this young
scholl of a neat look all day.
By 
Kei
nington, it's teamed with
cotton corduroy slacks by Al
Kotzin,
FINAL CLOSEOUT OF OUR
FIRE SALE
$10,000 In Merchandise Left In Stock To Be
SACRIFICED AT 50% TO 80% OW
We must close up at once -- We must Vacate
Building DEALERS INVITED—Make Us An
Offer.
TEM TRACTOR PARTS
BROADWAY ST. SOUTH FULTON Come In And Browse Around!
"Mod's" outmoded, and this
fall's well-dressed young scholar
returns to the classics for a neat
look with its own special dash.
The kooky extremes that char-
acterized the Carnaby look have
been replaced by the more tra-
ditional Ivy League style, now
enlivened by brighter colors and
bolder patterns.
Tapered pants and dressed-up
jeans finished like tailored slacks
are favored over the skinny
stove-pipes of last season. Cot-
ton corduroys, twills, glen plaids,
SANDWICH
SHOP
OPEN SUNDAY
4 p. m. - 10 p. rn.
Herculite K. What's more,
should tempered glass break
under an especially heavy im-
pact, it "fails safe" by crum-
bling into small granular
pieces resembling rock salt,
rather than large sharp
pieces.
Thanks to the cooperation
of government and industiy
safety experts, new standards
for home safety are fast be-
coming a reality throughout
the country.
CLASSIC—A return to the tra-
ditional look is in the offing for
fall. Typical is this Button-down
shirt of durable press all-cotton
by Kennington. Easy care cot-
ton corduroy slacks by A-I Kot-
zin complete the classic look.
and hopsacking are top-rated
fabrics. Shades of brown, whis-
key, and oat are color favorites.
In shirts, added neatness is
assured in the durable press all-
cottons that emerge in a fresh
variety of prints that run the
gamut from brights to darks.
High-necked or mock turtleneck
cotton knit shirts in regimental
or wide-track stripes are among
the most popular.
WELCOME
Banana Festival
Guests!
HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
Just Every 
-Day Low Prices!
NO TRADFc_INS NECESSARY
Recliners, Naugahyde Covers $ 39.95
9 x 12 Linoleum Rugs $ 3.99
Bunk Beds, Complete $ 89.95
Picnic CLest $ 4.95
Large Floor-Style Smokers $ 6.75
Just Arrived! Large Selection of Pole Lamps
Large Selection Dinette Sets $23.95 up
Wall Mirrors $5.95 to $8.95
Cedar Chests $ 26.95
3-Piece Living room table group $ 17.95
3-Piece Cedar bedroom suite $169.95
2-Piece living room suite $ 75.00
Complete Line RCA-Whirlpool Appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
40 nays SAME AS CASH,
G&H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
Of interest to Homemakers
Shindig Star Lineup Is A Go-Go
Attraction Of Friday's Festival
The Shindig a Go-Go "Record
Review of Stars" to be held Friday
night, September 29, at the Kitty
League Park during the Fifth In-
ternational Banana Festival will
feature the Ebb-Tides, a young
vocal and instrumental group who
are a top teen attraction, plus other
talented performers. The Shindig
will resemble the "Shindig" and
"Hullabaloo" television programs.
Also featured on the show with
the Ebb-Tides will be Charlene, the
Varju Brothers, and the Ginny
Kelly Dancers.
Charlene, a five-foot-tall song-
stress, is known as the Tiny Bundle
of Dynamite. She is slated for
stardom according to those in the
know in show business.
Ktiown as the "Musical Maniacs,"
the Varju Brothers are comics
who perform with eighteen differ-
ent harmonicas.
The Ginny Kelly Dancers, famed
for their choreography, perform to-
day's dances and those of yester-
Main at Mulberry *
Fulton, Ky.
* • Distinctive Gilts
for all occasions
*Diamonds - Watches - Jewelr
**************
Authentic
year also. These girls have pre-
sented shows all across the coun-
try.
The Shindig will also feature
audience participation and free re
cords in a show that will appeal lc
teenagers and the entire family.
See the Shindig in the tent at th(
Kitty League Park on Friday, Sep
tember 29, at 7:30 p. m.
Training and experience receiv-
ed in 4-H helps youngsters in fu-
ture career choice.
Reg. $1.49
Homiscrest Ironing Board
Pad and Silicone - Treat-
ed Cover
3E"C:104011:100
Home Made Lasangd
Ravioli with Meat Sauce
Baked Manicotti
Chicken Breast Parmigiana
Veal Scallopine
Spaghetti with 10 different Sauces
STEAKS — CHOPS — SEAFOODS
HICKORY'S ONLY RESTAURANT
Hickory, KY. — 5 Miles North Of Mayfield
Open Wed. thru Sun. 11 a. m. to 9 p. m.
(Next to Post Office on Highway 45)
Join
the campus
casuals
In Tiajuana Brass
Advertised in LIFE and PARADE
Campus contemporaries go with the casual look
the "sew" handsome TrujUns. Rich and rugged
leathers, so right with casual clothes Join them
Get in Trujuns with the handsewn front seams.
Thursday, September zti, 196', Page 2
THIS IS THE BUS THAT BROUGHT THE
STUDENTS THAT BROUGHT THE HAPPINESS TO
FULTON. THE SLEEK Greyhound bus will remain in
Fulton to return the visitors to Miami and then home on
Sunday.
HELLO FULTON AND HELLO FLORENCE... That's
the universal greeting hundreds of Fultonians gave to
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros of Quito, international rela-
tions coordinator for the Festival in Ecuador. The young
fellow in the forefront is Alfonso Naranjo is seeing the
United States for the first time and seems to like what
he sees in the twin cities.
2112 miles south of Fulton on Highway 45-E has
a good selection of general antiques in all categories
Indicative of this area.
We are also constantly buying and we believe
we pay more for good antiques. At present we are
in need of old china dolls, silver, pewter, cut glass,
art glass, china, dough trays, bells, clocks and furni-
ture.
Write Box 269, Fulton, Ky. or call 479-2668.
To All Banana Festival Visitors—We Extend
The cool breeze of the open prairie, the soft whisper of air
moving through tall trees, the bracing wind of sea and shore
beckon folks to breakfast when they carry the aroma of food
cooking over the coals.
The most tantalizing of invitations to greet an out-of-doors day
is wafted with the aroma of toasting Swiss-Canadian Breakfast
Sandwiches. This is the mainstay of a menu which can be brought
from home and turned into a quick click of a meal. One look at
the menu reveals the short cuts.
Chilled Golden Wedges of Cantaloupe
Hard-cooked Eggs Swiss-Canadian Breakfast Sandwiches
(ready for toasting)
Pecan Coffee Cake
Milk or other Beverage
Swiss-Canadian Breakf4asiictSerdcwinadichela bacon
8 slices enriched bread
12-16 orange sectionsslices Swiss cheese
Place a slice of cheese on each of four bread slims; top each
with a slice of Canadian bacon and three or four orange sections,
then another cheese slice. Complete sandwiches with remaining
bread slices. Place sandwiches in • wire grill and toast on both
sides over medium hot coals.
Yield: 4 Swiss-Canadian Breakfast Sandwiches.
••••••••••••••••••••••
• 
—We Have Now Moved To Our New Location—
•
•
: CITY DRUG COMPANY
• 311 Main Street - Fulton, Ky. - Phone 1303
•
• • • •
•
• Eye Shadow Spree — By Revlon ____ $3.5
•
•
• Russell Stover Candy—
•
• COMPLETE LINE OF FAMOUS COSMETICS
•
• — Revelon - Marie Barker
•
• — Coty 
- Max Factor
•
•
• — Lanvin
•
For your greater convenience and comfort
Hornbeak announces the completion of a greatly - enlarged Funeral Home Facility
VIEWED FROM CARR STREET, our front entrance (above) is at left, our new
chapel area is in the center, and the covered drive at the right. A spacious parking
lot adjoins the drive.
Because we at Hornbeak Funeral Home strive to provide the best
possible accommodations, we have greatly enlarged our building, adding
a number of major improvements. These facilities, now completed, in-
clude:
— Spacious, dignified chapel with seating for over 200.
— A recessed family area in the chapel affording privacy.
-- A covered drive directly outside the chapel, affording protection
for those entL Ing .neir cars in inclement weather.
INTERIOR OF OUR NEW CHAPEL. Modern in every respect, it is an area ofdignity and good taste, completely separate from the rest of our facilities. It has aprivate family area, pastor's room, recessed music room, and the covered drive isjust outside.
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Home Owner Vs.
Airplane
In the early days of commercial
aviation, a home owner went to
court with a startling demand.
"This airline is flying its planes
uirectly over my land," he said.
"Yet, according to law, an owner
of land also owns the earth below
and the space above—all the Way
up to heaven. Therefore, these
planes are trespassing in my pri-
vate airspace. I demand an injunc-
tion to have them stopped."
The home owner did have a
point. The "up to heaven" theory
had, in fact, been an accepted rule
of law for centuries. Under it,
home owners had won injunctions
against evelything from overhang-
ing branches to intruding telephone
wires.
Nevertheless, the court held it
would be absurd to apply this an-
cient doctrine to modern aviation.
As one judge put it:
"Every transcontinental flight
would subject the operator to
countless trespass suits. Common
sense revolts at the idea."
But tougher issues lay ahead.
What about those home owners
who lived close to airports? They
complained not just of a technical.
trespass, high in the air, hut of the
.4 roar and vibration of aircraft pass-
', ing right overhead.
.1 A harassed chicken farmer he-
... came the symbol of their plight.
In a case fought all the way to
-14P the Supreme Court, he charged that
his terrified chickens were dashing
themselves to death against the
walls of their coop.
"My farm," he said. "has been
ruined for raising chickens."
This time, the farmer won com-
pensation. The court said that, even
though planes had a right to fly
through his airspace. he was en-
titled to be paid for that portion of
his property value that had been
"taken" from him.
Ever since the chicken farmer's
victory, the law has been gradually
harmonizing the traditional rights
of private property with the emerg-
ing necessities of the air age. It has
refused to let private rights arbi-
.4 trarily block progress; it has also
refused to let the price of progress
47 fall unfairly on individual property
_ owner'
4 The advent of jets has intensified
• the problem. The advent of super-
sonic jets will intensify it still more.
Rut the law's basic guidelines are
already visible.
ii And understandably so.
4,3 of man can invent
As a flying machine." observed one
court, "it ought to be able to de-
vise a law which is adequate to deal
with the problems flowing from
such inventiveness."
IT'S UP TO YOU
By
Howard E. Kershner,L.H.D.
-I- 
/IF equalitarians have made
great progress in their cam-
paign to give the man with innate
limitations and
the man who is
slothful and im-
provident. the
same voice in the
direction of pub-
lic affairs as our
more responsible
citizens. It does
not require much
intelligence to
see where that
will lead us. The
republican form
of government
set up by the
Founding Fathers was intended
to offer some safeguards against
the equalitarian theory, but a
long line of so-called reforms,
such as direct election of sena-
tors, initiative, referendum and
recall, election of judges, redis-
tricting to obtain near equality
in numbers of voters in our elec-
tion district*, and paralyzing re-
strictions on the police in their
efforts to control crime, have just
about swept away the advan-
tages of the republican form of
government and are fast bring-
ing upon us more and more de-
mocracy.
In my youth the people had
great confidence in rectitude. It
was generally recognized that
some things were right and other
things were wrong. One who ad-
hered resolutely to the standard
of always doing right had no fear
of getting into trouble and sel-
dom lost hope and faith that he
would eventually conquer his han-
dicaps and problems and achieve
success. His courage sprang from
the fact that he had always done
right. That put him on God's side,
and one with God is a majority.
When people have that kind of
faith and live up to such ideals,
men become invincible, and soci-
ety strides steadily forward.
There was respect for distinction
and accomplishment in those
days. We delighted to honor men
who had excelled in achievement.
They made clear the goal for the
rest of us. Instead of pulling
them down, we sought to imitate
them. That kind of ideology tends
to upgrade society. The ideal is
to strive for equality by all
stretching up to a higher level.
In contrast, today the goal seems
to he to strive toward equality by
dragging down those who have
achieved a higher level — down
to the common denominator. The
conclusion of the whole matter
then, is that we must choose God
or perish.
Dr. A erglwer
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Mrs. Ward Bushart, Festival president, gives a cordial
welcome to the 15 students and their escort, Mrs. Flor-
ence Ballesteros upon their arrival in Fulton last Tues-
day night.
You Can't Say "Hello" in terms any stronger than these
smiling faces of the 15 students and their chaperone Mrs.
Florence Ballesteros as they approached the city last
Tuesday evening. The folks were tired, but the cordial
greeting accorded them by hundreds of Fultonians
gathered at the band-stand on Lake Street dispelled any
fatigue.
- Winter is commonly the time
for colds and flu and sneezes, but
there are some diseases and acci-
dents that do their worst in hot
weather.
The American Medical Asso-
ciation points out that some of
these are obvious. Sun strokes and
heat strokes are more likely to
occur in July and August than in
January. Too much exposure and
too much exercise in the hot sun
may produce sun stroke. Pro-
longed excessive heat, either in
or out of doors, can cause heat'
stroke. The symptoms are the
same and in either case it is im-
portant to keep the victim cool
and call a physician at once. Heat
prostration also is caused by get-
ting overheated, but instead of de-
veloping a high fever, the victim
becomes cold and clammy. Prompt
medical attention and keeping the
patient as warm as possible are
important.
Sunburn has hospitalized
many a vacationer. Everyone
should know that gradual exposure
to the sun, beginning with a few
minutes a day, is the recommended
course. But many of us forget to
'watch the clock and to take pre-
cautions against sunburn in the
excitement of the first day at camp
Or at the seashore.
The bacteria that cause diar-
rhea multiply much faster in luke-
warm foods, and it's important to
keep cold foods in refrigeration
and to keep hot foods hot.
Swimming is fine exercise and
also is good for cooling off on a
hot day. Those with sinus or ear
troubles should be careful about
swimming. Swimmers should make
certain that the water is sate from
pollution. A clear mountain stream
may look attractive. It also may be
loaded with germs. And there still
are cases of typhoid and dysentery
from drinking untreated water.
Campers can disinfect water by
boiling or by commercial disinfec-
tant tablets.
If there are hones Or cows
around, there is likely to be tetan-
us. Tetanus (lockjaw) is very seri-
ous. It can be prevented by injec-
tions of tetanus toxoid. If your
family hasn't had tetanus boosters
recently, get your shots before go-
ing to the country.
Flies, roaches, mosquitoes and
ticks are troublesome in the hot
months. Insecticides and screens
usually can keep them under con-
trol. In tick country it is essential
to make a close examination after
disrobing to remove all ticks.
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Proudly wearing their "One Of The Bunch" buttons,
these four beautiful young ladies from South America
seem to be deciding which is best—the hospitality or the
food. THEIR DECISION ... Both are superb.
All your favorite
brands of Gins,
Scotch, Whiskies,
Rums, etc.
Special Invitation To Ladies
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
Bunch At Wade's
Electric Shaver
$15.88
re —311-0)4-01;1
Braided Rugs Furniture
L$24.501 1 $388.881
INES
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The greeting is returned in good measure and heartily
by Luis Bucheli, an English-speaking student from
Ambe+o, Ecuador.
The pair above, Susan Cardwell and Connie Pawlukie-
wicz, laugh when people say "knee deep in work." Both
of them have been neck-high in the efficient dispatch of
the endless amount of work that goes on diligently for
months before Festival time.
ACCENT ON GIVING
Americans can share their abundance with those less for-
tunate by putting the accent on giving this Thanksgiving.
Bundles of serviceable used clothing and bedding left at a
local Catholic church during the 1967 Catholic Bishops'
Thanksgiving Clothing Campaign will be distributed to the
overseas needy throughout the year.
Starts Next Week!
tii BEAT
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REGISTER
50 GAS GRILLS • 500,000 T. V. Stamps
to be given away
Fulton Gat:Utility
FULTON, KY.
South Fulton Gas Dept.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
5 pair
$1.00
NARROW WALE CORDUROY
ASSORTED COLORS
YARDS $1.00
Want to quickly step into a glan,
orous, well-paid secretarial
tion? Only at our school can you
learn Speedwrifing - the natural,
easy shorthand that uses the
familiar abc's, not strange sym-
l5ols. Day or evening classes.
Nationwide FREE Lifetime Place-
ment Service. Visit, phone or
write 
-.Post-
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
308 POPLAR STREET
MARTIN, TENNESSEE 38237
TELEPHONE: 587-7415
HIRSCH'S
ARBLEREAD RUGS
••
Ladue-Manor Rugs
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BLACK WELL'S
SHOE OUTLET STORE
—WE NOW HAVE ALL NAME BRANDS SHOES INCLUDING—
TOWN AND COUNTRY
PARADISE KITTENS
SOFT-EES LOAFERS
—ALSO New Fall Suede Flats — All Sizes and Colors—
One Table $1.00 and $2.00 Pair
STORE HOURS —
MONDAYS Through THURSDAYS 10 A. M. To 6 P. M.
FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS 10 A. M. To 9 P. M.
SUNDAYS Afternoons 1 P. M. To 6 P. M.
LOCATED 1 mile from South Fulton City Limits
On Martin Highway
Quilt-W*40d 
expanded Vinyl Parkas withziP-off hoods in block and olive, /00%Nylon Parkas, and Vinyl Sued* West-erns in Comet or Brown. Sizes: 3-14.
CHOOSE FROM
3 GREAT $
JACKETS
AT GREAT
SAVINGS,
Reduced Prices!
EASY
CREDIT
TERMS
Ladies Sweaters .• $3.50 - $4.50
Cardigans and Pullovers. 
Assorted Colors
VALUES UP TO $7.00
LADIES DUSTERS and ROBES
One Rack Of 
Assorted Styles And 
Colors
REDUCED TO 1-3 OF 
REGULAR PRICE
18 Only. Ladies Slacks .
LADIES DRESS BLOUSES
18 To Choose 
From! Reg. $3.00 - $4.00 
Values $1.50
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The talented students from the Latin-American coun-
tries visiting us this week will dance a fast step at the
drop of the word. Here they are shown on the lawn of
one of Fulton County's lovely farm homes following a
tour sponsored by the Farm Bureau and the ASC office
last Friday.
PROJECT UNITE 
- US and you'd better believe It
works during the International Banana Festival each
year. Here Debbie Carver (left) extends a warm hand-
shake and an equally friendly smile to Violeta Molina
Moldonado who will be a part of the Roy Carver family
for the ten-day experiment in "happy living" with ba-
nanas and friendship.
The dust by flying machines
and horseless carriages probably
led to the dis-
covery of vac-
uum cleaners. It
may be hard to
believe but the
first portable
vacuum cleaner
was invented by Dr. William
Noe of San Francisco in 1905
after flying machines and horse-
less carriages started making the
dust fly. Some of the early vac-
uum cleaners looked like mon-
strosities which they were. All
of these and more can be seen at
the Harold Warp Pioneer Village
at Minden in south central
Nebraska.
DRIVE•IN
_THEATRE
UNION CITY•CUtION HI-WAY
Friday, Saturday Only
DOUBLE T-H-R-I-L -L
The Sizzler You Read
about In Play Boy Maga-
zine
"PLAYGIRLS AFTER
DARK"
Jayne Mansfield -
William Holden, Richard
Widmark--In
"ALVAREZ KELLY"
Elvis - Elvis
ELVIS
In
"EASY COME
EASY GO"
Another GREAT HIT!!
Week Days Oven 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
71-ti
. .6
!t7,1°;•7‘
•-,CASSAVEIE.:.'. • ADAMS ov 'FARMER .PANAVISION.COLOR
GET OUT OF THEIR WAY
( A) if you can
ROGER GORMAN must.,
• AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
CHARLES GRIFFITH DANIEL HALLER BURT TOPPER
SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY
FEAST YOUR
EYES ON
SHE'S A '\
SKY-DIVING
DARLING
BUILT FOR
ACTION!
Found In Your Favorite Super
Markets. Everywhere.
IF TOD DO NOT FEE:
PRODUCT IS SIP
0 OTHER PRODUCTS
OR THE SAME PURFC'.
'2UR FULL PURCHASE pc,
HILL BE REFUNDEO
P. O. BOX 313 PHONE 901 - 479-2341
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
. %%%%%% ss %%%%%%%%% .............., %%%%%%% \% %%%%%
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The next time you have grape.
fruit, wash off the seeds and
plant them in shallow bowls for
some household greenery,
CLASSIFIED
SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER!
If you knocked on 17 doors in
the Fulton trade area every day,
for the next year, you will visit
the same number of homes as
read this page evecy week.
•
CERTIFIED AND UNCERTIFI-
ED SEED WHEAT. Complete fer-
Wiser service. Southern States Ful-
ton Co-Operative, phone 479-2352.
INCOME SPARE TIME
No selling. Refill and collect
money from New Type coin operat-
ed dispensers in this area. Must
have $600 to 1;2500 cash, car, refer-
ences. Ten hours weekly can net
excellent income. More time can
result in more money. For personal
interview write CO-REP., INC., 10
CALIFORNIA AVE., PITT S-
BURGH, PA., 15202. Include phone
number.
WANTED
Stock Clerk
App/y In Person To
Piggly Wiggly
South Fulton, Tenn.
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
3-Piece Bedroom Suite, $50.00'
Odd divan, like new $35.00
Two brand-new club
chairs, each S21.11-
Bunk beds, like now,
complete
Odd 2-piece living room
suites, $10 up
New 3.piecit Oak finish
bedroom suit, $121.81
Fleer.type reversible fan, $10.00-
Refrigerators, $15 and up
ilineillvrn rues, regular, 71c
yard; vinyl, $1.111 yard, cushion
neer, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size filectrie stove,
like new, 
 $110.00
Com* in and browse around; we
have Ishe of bargains net *fiver-
stied f- •
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Ninon Phone 472-3421
1411111110111111110111111111111MIAt1 We Carry A
Complete Line Of
COAL and GAS I
HEATERS
—ALSO—k Pipea„ 'bows, damp- k
ere, stove boards
'Exchange Furniture I
Company
I Commercial Aye; Fulton
linompummounionowdrAil
Doctor
In the Kitchen'
by W.W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
SHORTCUTS FOR
THE LONE EATER
If you live alone and have to eat
by yourself, you may be tempted
to live on snacks or hit-or-miss
meals. You say to yourself, "How
can one have roast beef for one
person? Ridiculous!"
Is it?
Granted that one person cannot
polish off even a small roast at
one sitting. Or a whole chicken.
Or a turkey breast. But there are
ways to get around this dilemma
if you prefer eating alone to going
to a restaurant. Or maybe you are
keeping an eye on that "ol' deb-
bil budget," the way most of us do
Variations On Chopped Beef
A freezer solves many problems
for the loner. Take the old reli-
able chopped beef It doesn't al-
ways have to be cooked as a ham-
burger or a cheeseburger. Buy the
meat unfrozen, and divide it into
a number of dishes which can be
frozen in individual portions for
future use.
A pound or so will furnish one
person with a small meat loaf that
can reappear cold or as a hot sand-
wich with gravy. (Canned consom-
me is handy for extending beef
gravy if you run short ) Another
portion, mixed with crumbs soak-
ed in sherry wine, soya sauce and
catsup or a similar meat condi-
ment, can be made into small balls
rolled in flour and frozen ready to
fry later.
Meat sauce for spaghetti can be
made in advance, or it can be
combined with the cooked spa-
ghetti and allowed to improve its
flavor by standing overnight in
the refrigerator. Or freeze it if
you wish Individual steaks and
chops also can be stored in the
freezer until wanted.
Small oven-ware dishes are
handy for dividing casserole
dishes like rice and tuna into in-
dividual portions, freezing them
and having them ready to bake
when required. These dishes can
double as containers for fruit ge-
latin or custard desserts prepared
in quantity
Make Individual Servings
Heavy special shears and knives
can be bought for cutting frozen .
vegetable packages into individual
servings. Most prepared foods are
now available in small ( #1) cans,
jars or small packages Frozen
foods also come in individual
packs—pies, tarts and casseroles.
Scalloped or au gratin potatoes
and similar mixes can be prepared
in quantity, then divided into
smaller portions and frozen. Small
cereal packages keep better than
big ones that have to be opened
and closed repeatedly. Milk is the
original "convenience food." Just
pour, and it's yours to drink or
use with other foods.
Invite A Guest
Setting an attractive table
helps, and so does inviting a
guest for dinner Set your table
the night before and prepare as
much of the meal as can be re-
frigerated so that it will be oven-
ready. While it heats, you can
prepare the rest of the meal. Or
invite your guest on a weekend
when there is more leisure time.
Do this for a few friends, and
you'll get reciprocal invitations—
they don't like eating alone any
better than you do.
Al/ it takes is somebody to
break the ice.
1:AM111,11,41. VS KNII
CarsonCity, Nev.-- A knitting
instructor reports knitting has
replaced the prison's "bull
pen" and gambling in the
Prison. The criticism ended
when the finished sweaters
and other articles were dis-
played. Most of the worst dis-
cipline problems were solved.
You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun
at the
DESERT
RANCI1
. amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms, sunny skies,
and clear blue waters.
Spacious, colorful
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including—
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT--for snacks or
• Private white sand Beach meals
• Freshwater Swimming Pool • GOLDEN NUGGET—for cocktail
• Shuffleboard sipoin'
• Free TV • GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service CLUB- for hearty dining 
ISTAMPEDE 
ROOM West Coast Florida's largest
Nite Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE. top Dacca record-
ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly.
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. write for colertvi brochure
11" DESERT., on lb, gulf 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA
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Army Forces Conduct liverine Operations'
In Marshland of Vietnam's Mekong Delta Area
Armored Troop Carriers, used to transport soldiers of the 2d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division,
in riverine operations, travel through a canal near Dong Tam in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam.
If YOU ARE LOOKING FOR SOME
REAL OLD-FASHIONED
VALUES
ONLY
50
per word
50c ':**"."
If you're looking for some good old-fashioned
.bargains • 
•• 
, ....then look in the Class-
ified Columns! There you'll find the biggest
bargains in town! You'll find it pays to check
the Want Ads for merchandise to buy....
services to buy... .a home to rent live-
stock to buy. It's your greatest market!
ONLY
per word
50c rm.awry,
FOR QUICK RESULTS AT LOW COST,
USE THE
CLASSIFIED ADS
THE fait SHOPPER
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TISLB
Fresh Lean
PORK
PORK MEATY LEAN 'TENDER
cISTEAK
REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY
SLICED BACON lb. 59c
REELFOOT
FRANKS 16-oz. 59c
Grade "A"
KREY PURE PORK
SAUSAGE 2 lb. 89c
OUR OWN
BAR - Q - PORK lb. $1.25
WHOLE
FRYERS
COFFEE
CHASE AND SANBORN
Lb.
ZESTEE QUART SIZE
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD
Lb.
FRESH TENDER LEAN BONELESS FULLY COOKED
PORK CUTLETS lb. 69c HAM SLICES lb. $1.29
BAR-B-Q FRESH
CHICKENS _ 14. _69c NECK BONES lb 25c
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED
RIB
STEAK LB
With additional $5.00 Purchase
excluding milk & tobacco
products
DRESSING
SALAD DRESSING 39c
PET NON-FAT
CAN MILK 8 cans $1.00
BRE
BETTY CROCKER 16-oz.
BROWNIE MIX 33c
HEAVY DUTY 25 FT. ALUMIUM
ALCOA WRAP 49c
SUPER
VALUE
11.4 LB.
LOAF
Limit
2
Please
-sriorancam,•••••-rra mcva- ummoa.0 --
BISCUhmEi)Ag ITS umn PLEASE CAN 5c
MIRACLE BRAND BY KRAFT 1 lb.
MARGARINE 6 sticks 3 for $1.
Eta•
Terri ma IMMO
.
'to TO 
Annual
SCHOOL DAY BRAND
PEAS No. 3 Sieve
Limit One
Please
BARBARA DEE BRAND 1 LB. BAG
ASSORTED COOKIES
HORN
C 
 39cilz. ROLL 
EDDAR CHEESE 69c
,••.••••••••=m••••••marris
FROZEN 2 LB. BAG
FRENCH FRIES 29c
MORTON Frozen BEEF—CHIC - TURKEY
T. V. DINNERS each 39c
LITTLE ANDY STICK
OLEO 5 LBS. $1.00
303 SIZE Aunt Jemimy Brand 2 lb.
5 for S1.00 PANCAKE MIX
R CH 
EX5SHORTENING  
3 Lb Can
SWIFT S 4oz. 5 for
VIENNA SAUSAGE
PAL 18-oz.
$1.00
PEANUT BUTTER 55c
CRYSTAL WHITE
DETERGENT
LIBBY'S 303 SIZE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
5-oz. Syrup Free
49c
Thursday Friday and Saturday
9-oz. FRESH-ETTE BRAND 3 Pak s
PEANUT BRITTLE $1.00
Ogg
, o
Friday and Saturday
EXTRA STRENGTH CLEANINGO91 LEM H
48-os. ALLEN'S 300 SIZE 2 for
59c GREEN LIMA BEANS 35c
4 for $1.00
ALLEN'S 300 SIZE
Mustard or Turnii Greens 10c
GAL 39c
CREST TOP 300 SIZE
GREEN BEANS 10c
ALLEN'S FRESH SHELLED 300 Size
Purple Hull Peas 2 for 29c
Bananas LB 15c
TURNIP-GREENSG=11.5c
APPLES
BELL-PEPPERS
JONATHAN
COOKING
OR
EATING
A LB.
BAG
EACH
490
5c
STORE HOURS
MONDAY - THURSDAY 8 A . M. TO 8 P. M.
FRIDAY 8 — 8 P.M.
SATURDAY 8 — 9 P. M. SUNDAY 9 A. M. — 7 P. M. SUPER MARKET
DOUBLE QUALITY
ON WEDNESDAY
Jottings
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